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Abstract
Sustainablenon-timberforestproduct(NTFP)userequiresspecies-specific
biological and ecological knowledge. To assess the sustainabilityofwild-harvesting
edible fruit from native Viburnum species [highbush cranbeny (Viburnum opulus var.
americanum), northern wild raisin (V cassinoides var. nudum), and squashbeny (V
edule)] in Newfoundland (Canada), plant density, fruit abundance and impact of moose
browsing on growth were assessed. Success of propagation protocols established for these
species elsewhere in their range and pollination requirements fornorthern wild fruit
production were also assessed. Low and variable fruit production plus minimalfruit
production and reduced height associated with moosebrowsingindicate increased wild
harvest of Viburnum species may be unsustainable in Newfoundland. Northern wild raisin
fruit set required outcross pollen and fruit production was pollination limitedbutmayalso
be influenced by genetic variations and/or site heterogeneity. Vegetative propagation of
cuttings was successful and cultivation of these species mayenablesustainableNTFP
Keywords: non-timber forest product, TFP, Viburnum nudum var. cassinoides,
Viburnum opulus var. americanum, Viburnum edule, fruit, propagation, pollination
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1.0 Introduction and overview
1.1 Non-timber forest products and sustainable use
Non-timber forest products (NTFP) are biological resources other than ti mber
extracted from forest ecosystems for human use (de Beer and McDermot 1989). Other
definitions expand the meaning of 'forest ecosystem' to include treed areas and
plantations outside natural forests (FAO 1995). Amultitudeofforest-derived products
including but not limited to fruit, nuts, nutraceuticals, wild-crafting materials, mushrooms
and herbs are considered NTFP (Barfoot et a1. 2006).
AlthoughNTFPhavebeenusedforsubsistenceandtradeovermillennia(Ticktin
2004),interestintbeirroleinenhancingruraleconomies(FAOI995)andpromoting
forest conservation (Peters et al. 1989) has grown in recent decades(FAOI995)and
sustainable resource extraction is foundational to the success ofsuch initiatives (Wonget
a1.2001).Ecologicallysustainableuseimpliesmaintenanceofresource supply with
negligible impact on target plant population structure and dynamics (petersI994).
However,NTFPexploitationrarelyproceedsbasedonscientifically-basedresearchthatis
adequate for directing sustainable resource use (Wong et al. 2001) and there have been
many occurrences of unsustainable NTFP extraction causing environmental degradation
and/or species endangerment worldwide.
Wild populations of medicinally used American ginseng (Panax quinquefolius L.),
for example, have been depleted as a result of excessive harvest of roots for commercial
trade (Robbins 2000). This species is distributed throughout eastern United States and
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southern Canada (UNEP-WCMC 2010). The entire plant is destroyed when the roots are
harvested; therefore, itis highly sensitive to exploitation (Robbins 2000). This plant is
used abnndantly in herbal products sold on markets worldwide. Wild material is more
sought after for medicinal use than domesticated plant material and consequentlY,natural
populations of American ginseng are suffering depletion (Mulliken 2009). Currently,
international trade of American ginseng root is restricted by the Convention on
International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fanna and Flora (CITES) Appendix n
(Mulliken 2009). In Canada, populations of American ginseng are listed as Endangered
nnder the Canadian Species at Risk Act (COSEWIC 2010) while the Unites States has a
management system established for this species to ensure legislation nnder CITES is
followed (Robbins 2000).
Suchexamplesernphasizetheneedforspecies-specificbiologicaI and ecological
data to inform sustainable NTFP resource-use. Extraction ofNTFP plant material from
natural environments can have ecological implications at individual,population,
community, and ecosystem levels (Ticktin 2004). It is, therefore,necessarytounderstand
the biology and ecologyofpotentialNTFPspecies, including how theygrow,andtheir
abundance and distribution, in order to establish sustainable but 0 ptimalharvesting
methods and promote conservation (Duchesne et al. 2000).
1.2 Thesis rationale
Viburnum species (Adoxaceae) native to the island region of the province of
Newfoundland and Labrador produce edible fruit and may have the potential tobe
utilized as commercial NTFP in some parts of the boreal forest. 111ese common woody
shrubs are widely distributed throughout the boreal region in North America. Traditional
use of squashberry (Viburnum edule (Michx.) Raf.), highbush cranberry (Viburnum
opulus L. var. americanum Aiton), and northern wild raisin (Viburnum nudum L. var.
cassinoides (L.) Torr. & A. Gray) for food by North American indigenous groups is well
documented (Kuhnlein and Turner 1991). Viburnum species also provide food and habitat
for wildlife and are used in environmental forestry. In addition, due to attractive foliage
and vibrant flowers and fruits, Viburnum species, are often used as ornamental plants
(BonneretaI.2008).
Highbush cranberry and squashberry products are already available on the North
American market and are typically sold as jams or jellies. Although, squashberry is
currently being used to madecornmercial products in Newfoundland, fruit supply is
affected by moose browsing (K. Knudsen 20 I0, pers. camm.). Adequate information does
not exist for determining the sustainabilityofincreased wild harvest of fruit from native
Viburnum species in Newfoundland for NTFP use (Barfoot et al. 2006). The goal Oftllis
research project isto address the lack of biological and ecological information reported
for these species in this region in order to more accurately determine their suitability as
1.3 Study species
VibllrJIlllIISpecies
North American Viburnum species are woody deciduous shrubs that can have a shrubby
or tree-like growth form (Bonner et a!. 2008). Members of this genus have simple,
opposite leaves. They produce small, sympetalous, usually white, flowers arranged in
cymes. Their flowers are generally perfect with flower parts in fives but some species,
such ashighbush cranberry also have a marginal ring oflarger sterile flowers (Donoghue
1980, Bonneretal. 2008). Pollination occurs mainly by insect mediated transfer
(Miliczkyand Osgood 1979). Viburnum species produce fruit (drupes with a flat seed)
every year once reproductive maturity is attained and fruit often persists tJU"oughouttJle
winter. The age of reproductive maturity for Viburnum species can range from two to
tJU"ee years or eight to ten years depending on the species (Bonneretal. 2008). Viburnum
species have high potential to produce fruit as a single plant can have hundredsof
inflorescences and the number of flowers per inflorescence can range between 15-500
(Donoghue 1980). Fruit of some North American Viburnum species including that of
northern wild raisin, highbush cranberry and squashberry is edible (Kuhn1ein and Turner
1991)
Northern wild Raisin (Vibllrtllllll /llIdlllll var. cassilloides)
orthern wild raisin is distributed in Canada from Newfoundland west to
Manitoba and extends into the United States south to North Carolina, Georgia and
Alabama where it is found mainly in the mountains (Gleason and Cronquist 1991).
Shrubs are multi-stemmed and grow in dense clumps (Burrell 2002). Plants are upright
spreading and grow up to 4 m tall (Gleason and Cronquist 1991). Newer branches are
light brown while older ones are shiny reddish-brown. Winter buds are yellow-brown.
Large flower buds are usually terminal on a twig and are only partially covered byapair
bud scales, often without true tenninal buds. Northern wild raisin leaves (5-8 cm)are
ovate or elliptical and are rounded to a tapering point at the base. Leaf margins are
usuallycrenulate but can vary (Gleason and Cronquist 1991,Ryan 1995).
Individual northern wild raisin flowers are about 5 mm across and borne in cymes
5-10 cm in diameter. Flowering occurs in July and fruit ripens by early to mid September.
Edible fruits are elongated drupes about 6 mm in diameter (Ryan 1995). Fruits ripen
unevenly within an infructescencewith colours changingfromgreentoyellow and
pinkish red to bluish black at maturity (Burrell 2002). Typical habitatincludes areas that
are at least seasonally wet such as riparian areas but plants can thrive in dry soil(Ryan
1995). This species is found mostly in wet woods and swamps (Gleason and Cronquist
1991) and they can thrive in both sun and shade (Burrell 2002). Plants are reiativelylong
lived from 20-50 years and spread vegetatively by producing suckers (Dirr2007).
Highbushcranberry(Vibllmllllloplllllsvar.(lllleric(llllllll)
Highbush cranberry is distributed throughout Canada from Newfoundland to
stemmed, treelike shrubs grow to 5 m tall (Gleason and Cronquist 1991). Twigs are light
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reddish-brown and older bark is grey. This species has no tenninal buds and twigs
tenninateas a dead extension. Lateral buds are shinyred,yellowish at the base and two
scaled. The variable-shaped leaves (8-10 cm) are palmately veined and three-Iobedwith
one or two conspicuous glands near the leafbase. The leafblade is hairybeneath.Leaf
margins are also hairy and somewhat toothed. Cymes are 10-11 cm in dianleter and sterile
marginal flowers open before fertile flowers. Bloom time is in July. Fruit are oval bright
red drupes that become translucent upon ripening around mid-late Septemberandpersist
throughout the winter. Typical habitats include riparian areas, wet thickets and margins of
damp wooded areas (Ryan 1995).
Squashberry(Vrbllrllllllledllle)
SquashberryisdistributedthroughoutCanadaandAlaskaanditsdistribution
extends south into the Northern United States. It is also found in Colorado and Oregon
(Gleason and Cronquist 1991). Squashberry is a straggling or erect shrub that grows up to
about 2 m tall. This species has greyish-brown twigs and shiny dark red buds with two
scales. Variably shaped leaves (5-8 cm) have palmate venation and usuallythree
irregularly-toothed,coarselobes.Theleavesofthisspeciescansometirnesbemistaken
for leaves of highbush cranberry. Glands rnaybe present on the leafbasebutunlike
highbushcranberrythesearenotontheleafstalk.Squashberryleafsurfaces are smooth;
however, there rnaybe a few scattered hairs underneath (Ryan 1995).
Squashberry inflorescences are usually oppositely paired and bloom early-late
July. Inflorescences are comprised ofsrnall white flowers arranged in loose cymes with a
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diameter of 4-5 cm. Fruit are red drupes about 7 mm in diameter that ripen by late August
(Gleason and Cronquist 1991, Ryan 1995). Squashberry produces fewer fruit and
infructescencesareterminallylocatedwhilethoseofhighbushcranberryareborne in an
axillary position. Squashberry is found in riparian areas and other moist areas such as
thickets,vaJleysandforestedges(RyanI995)
1.3 Thesis objectives
In order to address the gap in biological and ecological knowledgeofnative
Viburnum species on the island baseline data were collected in 2008 and 2009. This will
be used to determine the potential for sustainablyusing these Viburnum species on an
increasing scale asNTFP in Newfoundland. Plant density and fruit productivityof
northern wild raisin, highbush cranberry, and squashberry was surveyed at sites
throughout insular Newfoundland (Figure A2.I) and is presented in Chapter 2. As these
native Viburnum species are palatable to moose, and browsing could poseathreattotheir
sustainable use as NTFP (Barfoot et al. 2006), the prevalence of moose browsing was also
documented at these study sites. Furtherinfornlation on phenological timingofflowering
and fruiting as well as fruit production and size distribution were also documentedatone
location on the Avalon Peninsula in eastern Newfoundland (Salmon Cove).
Understanding factors that constrain fruit production, especially thosethat
influence female reproductive success is importantforassessingthesuitabilityofwild
harvesting and/or commercial production of northern fruit producing species. Viburnum
species produce only a single seed per fruit which facilitates quantificationoffemale
reproductive success for this genus (Krarmitzand Maun 1991). Experimental
investigation of pollination lirnitations for northem wild raisin fruit productionwas
undertaken and reviewed in Chapter 3. A breeding system experiment was conducted to
determine the mating system of northern wild raisin. Additionally, pollination limitation
of fruit set was investigated using a standard pollinationsupplementationexperimentthat
consideredreallocationofresourcesfromadjacentinflorescences.Understanding
whether, and to what extent pollination limitation affects fruit and seedsetisimportant
for obtaining optimal fruit production and yield.
Chapter 4 investigated whether documented methods ofpropagatingthestudy
Viburnum species in more southern, mainland parts of their range are also applicable to
plant material collected from wild populations in Newfoundland. This is of interest
because Newfoundland is characterized bya later growing season onset and cooler
summer temperatures which may affect optimal propagation methods and/or timing of
propagulecollection.EstablishedprotocolsforpropagatingtheseViburnumspeciesby
stem cuttings, and seed germination were assessed using plant materialcollectedfrom
wild populations of Viburnum species on the island of ewfoundland. This is important
in order to recommend means by which wild Viburnum plants in insular Newfoundland
can be brought into cultivation. Domestication ofNTFP native fiuit species and selection
of high-yielding cultivars as crops can reduce pressures of intensive wildharvesting(St.
Pierre 1992) and is a means to prevent depletion of wild resourceswhilestill meeting
productdemand(DuchesneetaI.2000).Cultivatedvarietiesoftheseplantsarealready
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beingusefortheiromamentalvalueinthehorticulturalindustryandwildpopulations
maybea source of new genotypes.
The intention of this research is to reduce knowledge gaps regarding highbush
cranberry, squashberry, and northern wild raisin biology and ecology in Newfoundland.
Anexpansionofthewildberryindustry,inthiscasetoencompasslesser-usedspecies,
could represent a means to expand local economic opportunities (BoxalletaI.2003).
Great care must be taken, however, to preserve resource sustainability. This requires in-
depth understanding of target species in relation to local conditions and habitat to guide
NTFPdevelopmentanduse.
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2.0 Is wild harvesting fruit from native Viburnum species in
Newfoundland (Canada) for non-timber forest product use an
ecologically sustainable option?
Abstract
Non-timber forest product (NTFP) use often occurs witllout adequateinfonnation
to guide long-term resource sustainability. Cautionary examples worldwide indicate the
importanceofplanningNTFP initiatives based on sound understanding 0 ftheecology,
abundance, and distribution ofa target species. Edible fruit from wild-growingnative
Viburnum species in Newfoundland (Canada) may have potential to be increasingly
utilized as NTFP; however, the sustainability of doing so is unknown. The distribution
range of highbush cranberry (Viburnum opulus var. americanum), northern wild raisin (V
cassinoides var. nudum), and squashberry (V edule) is known within Newfoundland but
plant abundance and productivity are not. The effects of non-native herbivores such as
moose and Viburnum leaf beetle on the NTFP potential of these species are also
unknown. To address these knowledge gaps, species-specific biological andecological
information was documented for the study species throughout Newfoundlandin2008.
Additionally, the timing of flowering and fruitingphenologywasrecorded in 2008 and
2009 and the size distribution of highbush cranberry and northern wild raisin plants in
relation to fruit production was recorded in 2009 at Salmon Cove. Althoughocclirring
slightly later in 2008 compared to 2009, timing of flowering and fruiting at Salmon Cove
in both years was similar to previously reported timeframes and the number of mature
fruit produced per inflorescence did not differ between years at this site for highbush
cranberry or northern wild raisin. Overall native Viburnum species fruit production was
fairly low (highbush cranberry: < 17 fiuit/inflorescence, northem wild raisin:<IOfruit/
inflorescence and squashberry: <3 fruit/inflorescence) and variable among study sites
across Newfoundland. Reduced plant height and low fruit production was reported at sites
where browsing by moose was prevalent while Viburnum leaf beetle was not found at any
of the study sites. Therefore, NTFP development of these species may be constrained by
low natural levels of fruit production and by moose browsing tllat reduces fruit
productivity in some locations. Cultivation of Viburnum species has been implemented
elsewhere in Canada and may allow sustainable use of native Viburnum species in
Keywords: non-timber forest product, NTFP, Viburnum nudum var. cassinoides,
Viburnum opulus var. americanum, Viburnum edule, fruit, Newfoundland
2.1 Introduction
Although, non-timber forest products (NTFP) have been used by humans in a
subsistence capacity for millelmia (Ticktin 2004) there has been a resurgence of interest
in the role ofNTFP for supporting community livelihoods (FAa 1995) and promoting
forestconservation(PetersetaI.1989)inrecentdecades.Sustainableresourceuseisa
basicpremisebehindtheseinitiativesandinformationregardingspeciesecology,
abundance, and distribution is required in order for increased NTFP use from wild
populations to proceed in an ecologicallysustainablemanner(Wongetal. 2001). It is also
important to explore ecological factors, such as herbivorebrowsingthatmayinfluence
NTFP species population dynamics and patterns of abundance (Endress et. al 2004).
The need for adequate infonnation is illustrated by numerous cases where
overexploitation of wild NTFP resources has resulted in ecological damage, including
species endangerment. For example, American ginseng (Panax quinquefolius L.),
harvested for medicinal use, has become endangered in Canada after haifa centuryof
extensive root extraction from natural ecosystems (Duchesne etal. 2000). As a result of
unsustainable use, this slow-growing plant with low seedling establishment is listed as
Endangered under the Canadian Species at Risk Act, and export of wild harvestedroots
has been prohibited since 1989 (Sinclair 2008). Such cautionary examples indicatethe
importance of piamung NTFP promotion and exploitation initiatives for long-term
ecological sustainabilitybased on sound species-specific biological and ecological
knowledge (Duchesne etal. 2000).
Northern wild raisin (Viburnum nudum var. cassinoides (L.) Torr. & A. Gray,
highbush cranberry (Viburnum opulus var. americanum Aiton.), and squashberry
(Viburnum edule (Michx.) Raf.) (Adoxaceae) are tall, woody, edible fruit producing
shrubs distlibuted throughout parts of the boreal forest in North America. North
American indigenous people have long used fruit from these species in theirdiets
(KulUllein and Turner 1991). Additionally, highbush cranberry has been evaluated as an
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alternative native plant crop in Saskatchewan(St. Pierreetal. 2005) and Quebecwhere
market and production research was additionally conducted (RousseauandBergeron
2003). Fruit from edible Viburnum species is commonly used to make jams, jellies, and
syrup. Specialty products made from highbushcranberryand squashberryfruitare
already available on the North American market. Edible-fruit producing Viburnum
species native to Newfoundland (northern wild raisin, squashberry, andhighbush
cranberry) may have potential to be utilized on an increasing scale as wildharvested
NTFP but the ecological sustainability of doing so is unknown (Barfootetal.2006).
Squashberry is being used to make commercial products in Newfoundland; however, fruit
supply is affected by moose (Alees alees L.) browsing (K. Knudsen 2010, pers. comm.).
InfonnationregardingthebiologyandecologyofthesenativeViburnumspeciesis
required to determine the sustainability of increased wild harvestoffruitfromUlese
species in Newfoundland.
Although Ule distribution range of native Viburnum species in Newfoundland and
Labrador has beendocumented,abundanceand productivitylevelsoftheseedible-fruit
producing woody shrubs have not been documented. All three species are found
throughout the souUlern part of the province but northern wild raisin is rare 0 ntheGreat
Northern Peninsula, and only squashberry extends norUl into Labrador (to about 58°
latitude) (Ryan 1995). These Viburnum species are deciduous and generally found in
moist to wet habitats, such as along streams or other riparian areas, in wet thickets or
boarders of woods (Ryan 1995). Northem wild raisin and highbush cranberryareupright
shrubsthatcangrowt04mand5mrespectivelY,whilesquashberryisstragglingorerect
and grows up to 2 m tall (Gleason and Cronquist 1991). Viburnum species are multi-
stemmed and new basal stems and suckers replace older ones when they become
moribund (Burrell 2002)
The number of flowers per inflorescence produced by Viburnum species can be as
many as 500 with hundreds of inflorescences produced per plant, although the total
number depends mainly on plant size (Donoghue 1980). Forunderstoryshrubs,flower
and fruit production can also vary significantly between sites and years (Wenderetal.
2004). The age of reproductive maturity for Viburnum species can range between two to
three years or eight to ten years for different species and fruit production can be sparse
during early reproductive years (Bonner et al. 2008). Additionally, plantage is often
positively correlated with shrub size (Wender et al. 2004). Heightcanbeusedas
proximate measure of population structure for woody shrubs. 1bis isvaluablebecause
size-classdistributionpattemscanindicatewhetheraspeciesisregenerating,andprovide
a baseline for detecting changes in population structure overtime as a result of resource
harvesting or other influences (Peters 1994).
Several biotic factors which could severely affect growth anddevelopmentof
Viburnumspecies,andhenceconstrainwildharvestingofnativespeciesinsomepartsof
Newfoundland, have been identified. Native Viburnum species are heavily browed by
moose in the northem parts of their range throughout NOrtll America (Burrell 2002) and
hyper-abundantmoosehavewelldocumentedeffectsonforestcompositionin
Newfoundland (McLaren et al. 2004). Dodds (1960) reported moose browsing of
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northern wild raisin but not highbush cranbeny or squashbeny, although, the latter were
reportedly browsed by snowshoe hare (Lepus americanus Erxleben). However,
Thompson et a1. (1992) reported higher densities of highbush cranbenyinside fenced
areasdesignedformooseexclusioncomparedtocontrolplotsafterl5years with this
difference in density attributed to moose browsing. Similarly, Mclaren etal .(2009)
reportedhigherdensitiesofnorthernwildraisininsidefencedplots than outside after five
years. Moose browsing may substantially limit NTFP potential ofNewfoundland's native
Viburnum species (Barfoot et. al 2006) but this has not been quantitativelyassessed.
Another potential threat for some Viburnum species is Viburnum leaf beetle
(Pyrrhalta viburni (Paykull)). Invasive to North America, Viburnum leaf beetle causes
extensiveandrepeateddefoliationtosusceptibleViburnumspeciesandiscapableof
killing a mature host plant after just two to tllfee years of infestation (Weston et a1. 2000).
The first report of Viburnum leaf beetle in Newfoundland occurred in 2001 at Long Pond
inSt.John's,NL(MajkaandLeSage2007).Thispesthassincebeenobserved on and
caused defoliation of all three native Viburnum species in the St. John's,NL area during
several recent growing seasons (K.W. Nicholls 2008, pers. comm.). The wider
distribution of Viburnum leafbeetle in Newfoundland is unknown, as are the impacts of
infestation on flower and fruit production insusceptible Viburnum species.
The main objective of this research was to establish baselineecologicaI
infornlation upon which to assess theNTFP suitability and guide sustainableuseofthe
native Viburnum species. Evaluating a species for use as anNTFP should be guided by
infonnation about the type of resource produced, species life cycle characteristics,
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resource density, and abundance indifferent types of habitat, and populationsize-class
distribution (Peters 1994). Stages offemale reproduction leading tofruitproductionata
siteunaffectedbymoosebrowsingorViburnurnleafbeetleinfestation(Salmon Cove)
and natural levels of abundance and fruit yield at several sites across Newfoundland were
assessed for wild native Viburnum species (northern wild raisin, squashberry,and
highbush cranberry). In addition population size structure in relationto fruit production
forhighbush cranberry and northern wild raisin was investigated atSalrnon Cove.To
detennine the applicability of these species forNTFP use, thefollowingquestionswere
1) What are natural levels of fruit production and phenological timing 0 fflowering
and fruiting at a site not irnpacted by moose or Viburnum leafbeetle?
2) What are the natural levels of abundance and fruit productivity at sites acrossNL?
3) What sites are affected by moose browsing and/or Viburnum leaf beetle
infestation and what are the associated impacts on plant abundance andfruit
production?
4) What is the pattern of distribution by stem height and thefruitproductivityper
height class for northern wild raisin and highbush cranberry at a site not impacted
by moose or Viburnum leaf beetle?
2.2 Methods
Study sites
Study sites were located throughout the island portion of the province of
Newfoundland and Labrador (Canada) (Figure 2.1, Appendix I; Table AU). These sites
were chosen based on information gathered from localpeopleindicatingwhere at least
oneofthestudyspecieswaspresent.Selectionofsamplesitesbasedonlocalknowledge
is an important source of information when study resources are limited (Wong et aI.
2001). Salmon Cove was specifically chosen as an area of more intensivefocusbecause
all three native Viburnum species were present but there was no moose browsing or
Vibumumleafbeetleinfestationatthissite.
Figure 2.1. Study site locations across Newfoundland (Canada) 2008-2009.
Flowering and fruiting phenology
In order to document the temporal stages offemaJe reproduction leadingtofruit
production for these native Viburnum species flowering and fruitingphenology was
investigated at Salmon Cove. Flowering and fruiting events were capturedusingdigital
image photography in 2008 (northern wild raisin and highbushcranberry) and 2009 (all
three study species). In 2008 ten plants of each species were selectedandsix
infructescences on each of these plants were tagged. These tagged infructescenceswere
photographed six times between July ISthand September2Sth, 2008. In 2009 five
inflorescences on five individuals per species were photographed five times throughout
flowering and fruiting stages between June 16th and August 19th. The timing of flowering
and fruiting phenological events was determined from pictures and correspondingfield
observations. Phenological stages recorded were presence of flowerbuds,floweropening,
flower senescence, early fruit development, and fruit ripening (based on fruit colour
change).ThetirningofphenologicaleventsrelatedtofloweringandfruitingatSalmon
Cove for 2008 and 2009 were reported as occurring early, mid, or late inaparticular
In order to assess fruit productivity, the final number of mature fruitper
inflorescence was determined from pictures taken 2008 August2Sth fo rnorthernwild
raisin and highbush cranberry, at which timetheyweremature,changingcolorbutnot
fully ripe. In 2009 photos of mature, ripening, but again not fullyripe,fru it were taken on
July21 st forsquashberryandAugustl91h fornorthemwildraisinandhighbushcranberry
Sampling was initiated early enough in 2009 so that pictures recorded the number of
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developing flower buds per inflorescence photographed and this enabled calculation of
percent fruit set for all three study species for that year. Photos werenottakenofflowers
in2008priortofruiting;therefore,fruittoflowerratiowerenotdetermined.
Base S"C growing degree days for May and June 2008 and 2009 were calculated
using daily mean temperatures reported at the Environment Canada St. John's, NL airport
weather station. GOD = [(1'max + Tmin)/2)-Tbase, where Tmax and Tmin are daily maximum
and minimum temperatures respectively and Tbase is a biologically relevant base
temperature. Base temperatures for GOO calculations were not found in the literature for
the study species; therefore, the commonly used base temperatureofS"C was selected
(Gordon and Bootsma 1993). When mean daily temperature was less than the base
temperature, the GOD was set to zero. Daily GOO were summed for the indicated time
periods (Gordon and Bootsma 1993).
Abundance and fruit productivity across ewfoundland
To detennine plant abundance and levels offruitproductivityofnative Viburnum
species at sites across Newfoundland, the study species weresurveyed at several locations
betweenSeptember30"',andOctober7"',2008.Studysiteswereestablishedonthe
Northern Peninsula (Nortllern I, Northern 2) Central NL (Central I, Central 2), Terra
Nova National Park (Eastern I) and the Avalon Peninsula (Salmon Cove) (Figure 2.1,
Appendix I; TableAI.I).
At each site, 50 m transects were established where at least oneofthe study
species occurred in order to ensure the target Viburnum species werepresent in plots.
Plots (1 m2) were sampled every 5 m along the transect. When Viburnum species were
present in fewer than five plots, additional plots were selected to ensure a minimum of
five plots per species present were sampled. The final number of pIotsforeachspecies
recorded at each site varied between five and seven (Appendix 2; Table A2. I).
At each site stem height (cm), density (# stemslm2) and fruit abundance (# fruit!
infructescenceand #infructescences/m2) were recorded for each ofthe Viburnum species
present per plot. Presence of the target species outside the plots was noted (Appendix I;
TableAU).
Five stems (or the number of stems present ifless than five) per plot were
surveyed for moose browsing. The percentage of new shoots browsed by moose per stem
was recorded in one of the following categories < 25% (minimal), 25-50% (low), 50-75%
(medium), or > 75% (high) of new shoots browsed. Moose browse was determined by a
characteristic bite mark where some of the bark is pulled off and the bite is not sheer.
PlantswerealsoinspectedforpresenceofViburnumleafbeetle.
Height class distribution and fruityicld
In order to establish baseline information on lhe size-class distributionofnorthem
wild raisin and highbush cranberry at Salmon Cove in 2009, stem heights and number of
fruit per stem were recorded in plots (I m2) every 5 m along a 60 m transect.
Measurements were taken on all northern wild raisin and highbush cranberry stems
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present in plots. Stem height (used as a measure of size) was divided into 50cmheight
classes and average fruit abundance by height class was assessed for each species (peters
1994).
Statisticaianalysis
Differences in number of fruit per infructescence produced between 2008 and
2009 for northern wild raisin and highbush cranberry inflorescences photographedto
obtain phenological data were assessed using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
with year as the explanatory variable and numberoffruit as theresponsevariabIe; the
laller was log transformed before analysis to meet the assumptions of the linear model.
To assess differences in stem density, stem height, inflorescenceslinfructescences
per plot as well as the mean number of fruit per infructescence for each study species
among sites, one-way ANOVA was used where site was the explanatory variable and the
measured parameter was the response variable. This was done for each variable for each
of the study species. Response variables were log transformed [y=loglO(x+ I)] prior to
analysis in order to meet the nonnalityand homogeneity assumptions 0 fthemodel
residuals. When an overall significant difference was seen anlongsites based on the
ANOVA, post-hoc pairwise comparisons were done using Tukey's 95% confidence
intervals. Bonferroni corrections were applied and thesignificanee level for these
pairwise comparisons was set to P=0.017
Prior to analysis, zero values of mean fruit per infructescenceand nUI11berof
infructescences per plot were removed from the data set. This was done because sampling
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occurred fairly late in the growing season and it is possible that some fruit or
infructescences may have already fallen off plants. As a result, reported zero values may
not have been true zero values. Additionally at sites where moose browsing was reported,
itis unknown ifanyinfructescences were removed as a result ofbrowsing activity,again
making the determination of true zero values of difficult.
Minitab 15.1.30.02007 was used for all analyses and the probability level used to
assess significance (except when Bonferroni corrections were applied) was p; 0.05. All
other information was reported descriptively using means and standard errors.
2.3 Results
Flowering and fruiting phenology
Phenological events related to flowering and fruiting began slightlyearlierin2009
than 2008 for Viburnum species at Salmon Cove (Table 2.1). For highbush cranberry the
opening of marginal sterile flower buds generally preceded the openingofreproductive
Theaveragemature(butunripe)fruitperinflorescenceforinflorescences
photographed to observe timing of phenological events did notdiffersignificantly
between 2008 and 2009 forhighbush cranberry (Table 2.2).
GOD above 5°C totalled 68.9 GOD in May 2008 compared to 119.7 GOD in May
2009 and 163.7 GOD for June 2008 compared to 213.7 GOD for June 2009.
Table 2.1. Relative timing of flowering and fruiting phenological events for northern
wild raisin, highbush cranberry and squashberry at Salmon Cove (NL, Canada) in
2008 and 2009.
Year Species Phenological event
Reproductive Flower
flower bud opemng
development
Flower Early fruit Fruit
senescence development color
change
Northern Early-Mid Mid- Late July Late July- Late
wild raisin July Late July Late August August-
October
Highbush Late June- Early- Mid July Mid July- Late
cranberry Early July Mid July Late August August-
October
Squashberry Not recorded Not Not Not August
recorded recorded recorded
Northern Mid-Late Late Early July Early July- Late
wild raisin June June- Late August August-
Early onward
July
Highbush Early-late Late Early July Early-late Early
cranberry June June- July August-
Early onward
July
Squashberry Notrecorded Early
June
Mid June- Mid July-
Mid July onward
Table 2.2. Mean (± S.E.) northern wild raisin and bighbush cranberry mature fruit
per infructescence and fruit to flower ratio at Salmon Cove (NL, Canada) in 2008
and 2009.
Species Year Mean fruit per Fvalueand Mean fruit to flower
infructescence(± probability ratio%(±S.E.)2009
S.E.)
F(I,13)=0.03 nJa
Highbush
cranbeny
Squashbeny
Abundance and fruit productivity across Newfoundland
Stem density(# stemslm2) did not differ significantly among sample sites for
squashbeny, northem wild raisin or highbush cranbeny (Appendix 2; Table A2.1).
Northern wild raisin mean maximum stem height differed significantly (F2.16= 11.52, P =
0.001) among sites and was significantly lower at Eastern I than either Salmon Cove or
Central 2 as determined based onposthocanalysisusingTukey's95%confidence
intervals (Figure 2.2). No significant differences were seen for mean maximum stem
height amongst sites for squashbeny or highbush cranbeny (Appendix 2; Table A2.I).
No signs of flower or fruit production were observed forsquashberry or northern
wild raisin in sample plots at Eastern I. Northern wild raisin fruit was seen on plants in
the general area at Eastern I; however, fruit was not abundant. At Central 2 sign of
previous northern wild raisin flowering was evident but no fruit was recorded in sample
plots and very few fruit was observed on plants outside of sample plots inthevicinityof
The number of highbush cranberry fruit per infructescence was significantly
different among sites (F(2,11)= 7.26,P= 0.010). Fruit per infructescencewas significantiy
lower at Central 1 than Salmon Cove but not Central 2 while fruit per infructescence did
not differ significantly between Salmon Cove and Centra12 (Figure 2.3). o significant
difference was seen for number of fruit per infructescence among sites for squashberry
(Appendix 2; Table A2.1) and no analysis could be done for northern wild raisin as fruit
was only present in plots at one of the tluee sites sampled.
Due to a high incidence of zero values for number ofinfructescences per plot for
squashberry at site Eastern 1, the difference in average nurnber of fruit perinfructescence
could only be compared between Northern 1 and Northern 2 and no there was no
significant difference between these sites. Additionallynoinfructescenceswererecorded
for northern wild raisin at Salmon Cove so this site could not be included in analysis.
There was no significant difference in Ilumberofinfructescences per plot between sites
for northern wild raisin or among sites for highbush cranberry (Appendix 2; Table A2.1).
Browsing by moose was prevalent on the Great Northern Peninsula (Northem I
and Northern 2) as well as for site Eastern I in Terra ova National Park but was not
observed at sites Central I, Central 2, or Salmon Cove. All sites where squashberry was
recorded in plots showed evidence of moose browse (Figure 2.4). At site Eastern I for
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northern wild raisin an average of92% of sampled stems/m2 were in the minimal browse
category, 4% were in the low category, 0% in the medium category and 4% in the high
browse category. There was no sign of Viburnum leaf beetle infestation at any of the
study sites.
,~o
200.0I150.0 ~
~ 100.0
50.0
0.0
Central 2 Eastern 1 5almonCove
Figure 2.2. Mean maximum stem height per plot (± S.E.) for northern wild raisin at
sites throughout Newfoundland (Canada) 2008. '[ndicates a significantdiffcrcnceat
P < 0.0017 among sites where species was recorded based on Tukey's 95%
confidence intervals. Note: Northern wild raisin was not present in sample plots at
all sites (i.e. Central 1).
Central 2
Study site
Figure 2.3. Mean (± S.E.) number of high bush cranberry fruit perinfructescenceat
sites across Newfoundland (Canada) 2008. Bars with different letters are
significantly different at P < 0.017 between bascd on Tukey's 95% confidence
intervals. Note: Highbush cranberry was not present in sample plots at aU sites (i.e.
Eastern 1).
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Figure 2.4. Mean (± S.E.) number of squashberry stems in each browse category:
minimal « 25%), low (25-50%), medium (50-75%), or high (75-100%) percentage
of new growth moose browsed per stem at sites across Newfoundland (Canada)
2008. ote: Squashberrywasl10tpresentin sample plots at all sites (i.e. Central 1,2,
and Salmon Cove).
Height class distribution and fruit yield
Preliminary height-class distribution of highbush cranberry and northern wild
raisin stems shows greater abundance of short stems relative to talterstemsforhighbush
cranberry than fornorthem wild raisin (Figure 2.5). No sign of flowering or truit
production was found on northern wild raisin stems < I m or on highbush cranberry stems
< 2 m (Table 2.3). For both species the greatest mean number of fruit per stem was
reported for the tallest height-class represented in sampling (Table 2.3).
20 +_--------
E
*15 +_-----11___-.-----~ro- .highbushcranberry
Figure 2.5. Height class distribution ofhigbbush cranberry and northernwlldraisin
at Salmon Cove (NL, Canada) 2009. Twelve (1 m') plots were sampled; however,
eleven plots were used in analysis due to missing data. orthernwlldraisinwas
present in six of these plots wbilehigltbush cranberry was prescntin 10.
Table 2.3. Mean (± S.E.) number of infructescences and number of fruit per
infructescence for northeru wild raisin and highbush cranberrystemsatSalmon
Cove by height class. Data collected September 161h,2009.
Species Height class Mean#of Mean # of fruit Mean total
(em) infructescences per fruit per stem
per stem infructescence
0(n=3)
0(n=2)
4.8±4.6 (n 2.0± 1.0 14.2± 14
=5) (n=2) (n=5)
1.4±1.l (n 0.1 ±0.1 (n 0.13±0.13
=8) =2) (n=8)
l7.9±8.7 (n 5.8±5.4 (n 6±3.2
=8) =4) (n=8)
33.4±7.7 (n 0.5±0.2 16.1 ±5.9
=7) (n=7) (n=7)
Highbush 0(n=22)
cranberry
0(n=16)
0(n=18)
1.7±0.8 (n 6.4 ± 0.4 (n 11.2±5.5
=9) =4) (n=9)
7.1±2.0 (n 4.7±0.9 (n 41.6± 15.3
=9) =9) (n=9)
2.4 Discussion
Native Viburnum species fruit production was fairly low and variable among study
sites across Newfoundland. In some locations, plant growth and fruit productionappeared
to be negatively influenced by moose browsing while Viburnum leaf beetle was not
presentatanyofthesamplesites.Timingoffloweringandfruitingwasslightlylaterin
2008 compared to 2009 but timing of these phenological events in both yearsfellwithin
flowering and fruiting periods indicated for these species in Newfoundland. Additionally
the number of mature fruit produced per inflorescence byhighbush cranberry and
northern wild raisin was similar between both years at Salmon Cove. orthem wild raisin
stems less than -I m and highbush cranberry stems less than -2 m tall were not
reproductivelymatureandfruitwasmoreabundantonthetalleststemsofbothspecies.
The sustainabilityofwild harvesting fruit from these native Viburnum species forNTFP
use maybe constrained by low natural levels of fruit production and by moosebrowsing.
For native Viburnum species in Newfoundland, Ryan (1995) indicates highbush
cranberry blooms in July and fruit matures in mid August but is not fully ripe until mid to
late September; northern wild raisin blooms in July and fruit ripens by early September;
and squashberry flowers in early to late June and fruit ripens by the third weekinAugust.
Timing of flowering and fruit ripening for native Viburnum species observed in Salmon
Cove were mainly congruent witl! these timeframes. The May-June flowering period for
squashberryindicatedbyDirr(2007)alsoencompassesthefloweringtimesrecordedfor
this species in Salmon Cove in both years although floweringandstartoffruitcolour
change occurred about a week or nvo earlier for all three Viburnum species in 2008 than
2009. During 2009 bloom time for northern wild raisin and highbush cranberry began in
late June, slightly earlier than indicated by Ryan (199S). For northern wild raisin this falls
within the bloom period indicated for plants in the middle of their range (June-July) as
well as those in the extremes oftlleir range (May-July) (Gill and Pogge 1974)). Dirr
(2007) reports highbush cranberry flower in May in Georgia which is almost a month
earlier than was recorded for Salmon Cove in either 2008 or 2009 butindicates different
bloom times can often be expected indifferent parts ofa species range. Phenological
events such as flowering and senescence in many temperate species maybeinfluencedby
an interaction of critical photoperiod and temperature cues, where the latter may promote
visible phenological events (Korner and Basler 2010). Earlier onset of flowering and
fruiting phenological events in 2009 compared to 2008 atSalmonCoveislikelydueto
the difference in spring temperatures between these years, as persistent cool spring
temperatures occurred in 2008. This was illustrated by the difference in GOD above base
S'C between the two years for both May and June. Overall squashberry and highbush
cranberryfruitripenedmoreuniforrnlythannorthernwildraisin.Unifonnityoffruit
ripening has implications for efficient fruit harvesting. Mean fruit per inflorescencefor
highbush cranberry and northern wild raisin did not differ between 2008 and 2009, which
may indicate that fruit setting potential for an inflorescencedoesnotdepend on thetolal
number of flowers per inflorescence.
Viburnum species have the potential to produce hundreds of flowers (Bormeretal.
2008); however, fruit abundance per inflorescence recorded for the studyspeciesatall
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locations was much lower than typical flower numbers. This is especially compelling for
northern wild raisin as no flower or fruit production was recorded at one of the Eastern
sites (Eastern I) and signs of flowering but little to no fruit were observedatoneofthe
Central sites (Central 2). Although, northern wild raisin fruit was present at Salmon Cove,
an average of less than ten fruit perinfructescence was recorded,whichissimilart09%
± 5.4 (S.D.) per infructescencereported for this species in Rhode Island(Rathcke 1998).
Miliczkyand Osgood (1979) reported 38.3 fruit! infructescence(range 2-94) and 16.2
fruit! infructescence in separate experiments in Maine (USA) indicating northern wild
raisin fruit production maybe variable throughout its range. Thenumberoffruit per
inflorescence recorded for squashberry at both sites on the Great NortllemPeninsula
(NortllernI and Northern 2) was less than records of three to five fruitperinfructescence,
reportedly typical in north western North America (Pojar and Mackinnon 1994). For
highbush cranberry mean number of fruit per infructescence was lower at Central I than
at Salmon Cove, but there is a possibility that fruit may have been pickedatthislocation.
Understory shrubs can show significant variation in flower and fruit production between
sitesandyears(WenderetaI.2004)andsuccessfulflowertofruitdevelopment can be
impeded during the processes of pollination and ovary development, by competition
constraints on developing fruit between reproductive and/or vegetativeorgansorby
environmental factors (pests, weather) that cause fruit drop prior to maturity (Goldwin
1992).
No squashberry or northern wild raisin fruit production was reported in sample
plots at Terra Nova National Park site (Eastem I) where moose browsing of understory
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species was extensive. Viburnum species at this site showed extensive moose browse not
onlyofcurrentyear'sgrowthbutalsoofpreviousyear'sgrowthtotheextent that the
growth forrn of the plant was gnarled and obviously altered. Comparatively, flowersand
fiuit were seen only on plants located inside fenced plots protected from moose browsing
at sites in Terra Nova National Park and adjacent Crown land for several understory
species (mountain holly (Illexmucronala L.),pincherry(PrunuspensylvanicaL.),and
honeysuckle (Lonicera villosa (Michx.) Roem. & Schult.) (McLaren et aI. 2009). Their
findings suggest moose browsing may have affected fiuit production. Moose browsing
may affect current year reproductive structures, previous year's flowerbuds, or even a
plant's ability to direct reSOUIces towards reproductive effort. Moosetend to browse the
new shoots of woody plants during the summer (Dodds 1960). Since new shoots produce
the flowering initials it is plausible that moose browsing of Viburnum species at site
Eastern I may have contributed to the lackoffiuit production observed. Additionally,
squashberry sampled at Eastern I were in a more shaded, densely vegetated area than at
the sites on the Northern Peninsula (sites Northern I and Northern 2) and the lack of fiuit
may be influenced by competition for resources such as light with otherdeciduous
species in the vicinity.
Moose browsing is believed to have influenced maximum heights of the target
species at sites where browsing was reported. Several boreal woody plant species showed
reduced biomass production or a threshold response to simulated moosebrowsingat
varying browse intensity levels after three years in Sweden (Persson etaI.2005).lnthat
study the mean number of shoots per tree and yearly height increasedecreasedwith
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simulated browsing intensity. While plant density remained even across sites, the
maximum height of northern wild raisin recorded was significantly lower at site Eastern 1
where intensive moose browsing was evident than at the other sites where no browsing
occurred. Maximum heights and plant density recorded forsquashberrydidnotdiffer
significantly across sites; however, all sites sampled showed evidence of moose
browsing. Although maximum heights recorded for squashberry in browsed areas were
within the range indicated by Gleason and Cronquist (1991) they are less than ti,e I-2m
height range recorded for squashberry plants in the province by Ryan (1995). Although,
Thompsonetal.(1992)indicateshighbushcranberryisbrowsedbymoosein
Newfoundland, highbush cranberry was not present at any of the sites where moose
browsing of Viburnunl species was recorded.
Viburnum leaf beetle was not found at any of ti,e sites investigated in this study.
Destruction caused by this pest and in some cases larvaeand/oradult beetles have been
observed at locations in St. John's, Mount Pearl, Maddox Cove and Torbay, NL (Fequet
pers. obs.). Although not problematic in its native range throughout Eurasia, Viburnum
leafbeetleisasignificantthreattosusceptibleViburnumspeciesinnortheasternNorth
America where no natural biological conlrols of beetle populations ex ist(Westonetal.
2007). Adults deposit eggs in a characteristic series oflinearlyarranged holes in woody
stems (Weston et al. 2007) where egg development requires at least five montlls of
temperatures =0 SOC in order to break diapause (Weston and Diaz 2005). Larvae emerge in
ti,e spring and go through several instars before crawling down the pIant to pupate
beneath the soil (Westonetal. 2007). Both larvae and adult beetles feedonleaves,
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causing extensive defoliation that is eventually fatal to the host piant as stored nutrients in
the roots become depleted (Weston etal. 2007). The range of this beetle pest has been
seen to expand rapidly throughout northeastern United States at a rate 0fspreadupt040
Ian per year in the vicinity oflarge water bodies (Weston and Hoebeke 2003) but slower
in other areas. This pest may pose a significant future threat to native Viburnum
populations in ewfoundlandand,therefore,maypotentiallylimitthepotentialofthese
species to be used atNTFP in this region.
Height-class data recorded forhighbush cranberry and northern wild raisin at
Easternl indicate a greater abundance of shorter, juvenile highbush cranberry sterns
compared to taller, reproductively mature stems. The opposite pattern was seen for
northern wild raisin which may indicate that this species is regenerating to a lesser extent
than h.ighbush cranberry at this site. For an NTFP resource to be sustainable,itis
important that the resource is regenerating in order to fill in gaps when older plants cease
to be productive and die (Peters 1994). When documenting size-class distribution, Peters
(1994) indicates that a rapid appraisal of size-class can be sufficient when an in-depth
inventory is not possible; however, further inventory over a temporalscalewouldbe
necessary to rigorously assess recruitment patterns for these species. Understanding
population recruitment and resource yield patterns is foundational for sustainable resource
use. Plant size, closely correlated with plant age, was the most predictivedeterrninantof
reproductive output for nine understory shrubs in Oregon and Washington(USA)
indicating older, larger shrubs were those most likely to producethemostfruit(Wender
et al. 2004). This was similarly the case for northern wild raisin and highbush cranberry at
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Saimon Cove, where the tallest stems recorded had the greatest average number of fruit
per stem.
Results from this study suggest that moose browsing limits the potential for native
Viburnum species to be increasingly utilized as wild harvested NTFP in some locations.
Furthermore, the low fruit production observed may indicate fruiting is Iimitedbypollen
or resource availability in some populations of these Vibumum species. Due to low fruit
set and threats from moose, cultivation ofthese species in Newfoundland may be a more
sustainable a1temative to wild harvesting. This can help preventdepletion of the natural
resource, maximizeharvestyield,stabilize resource supply (Duchesneetal.2000)and
also ensure a more uniform product. Cultivated varieties of these Viburnum species are
already used as ornamental shrubs and sometimes for fruit production. Wild populations
maybe a source for obtaining genetic material from plants with desirablecharacteristics,
such as high fruit production for further cultivar development.
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3.0 An evaluation of pollen limitation in northern wild raisin
(Viburnum lIudufll var. cassilloides) a non-timber forest product species
Abstract
Non-timber forest products (NTFP) have become an important source of income
in the tropics for rural citizens and have resulted in tropical forestconservation,yetlittle
research has been carried out in northern boreal forests. Understanding the factors that
constrain fruit production, especially those tilat influence femalereproductive success is
importantforassessingthesuitabilityofwildharvestingand/orcommercialproductionof
northern fruit producing species as NTFP. The widely distributed woody shrub, nortllern
wild raisin (Viburnum nudum yay. cassinoides) may be a suitable edible fruit producing
NTFP in parts of the boreal forest. Inordertodeterminepollinationrequirementsand
degree of self-incompatibility of northern wild raisin and to investigate whether female
reproductive success of tilis species is pollen Iimited,a studywasconductedinaboreal
forestsiteontheislandofNewfoundland(Canada)duting2009.Asin other locations,
nortllern wild raisin is self-incompatible and optimal fruit set requires pollination with
allogamous pollen. Although pollen limitation was apparent in the study population
overall,response(measuredasfruitset)toallogamouspollenadditionvatiedamong
individual plants suggesting pollen limitation of fruit set maybe confounded by site
heterogeneity and/or genetic vatiation in fruit productivity. Low and vatiable fruit
production ofnorthern wild raisin in Newfoundland may render wild NTFP harvest of
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this species unsustainable; however, this species may have the potential to be a productive
commercially grown native fruit crop.
Keywords: non-timber forest product, TFP, Viburnum nudum var. cassinoides, fruit,
pollination limitation, Newfoundland
3.1 Introduction
Long-term ecologically sustainable non-timber forest product (NTFP) utilization
requirescomprehensiveknowledgeofNTFPspeciesbiologyandecology(Duchesneet
aI.2000)toguideresource,species,andsiteselection(peters 1994). Biological and
ecological information can also guide development and implementation of sustainable
harvesting practices, harvest assessments, and resource management plans(petersI994).
Unfortunately, in the majority ofNTFP harvested species, such infonnation is unknown
and resource use frequently proceeds without necessary background information.
Medicinally used American ginseng (Panax quinquefoUus L.), which has become
endangered in Canada after haifa century of extensive wild-harvestingwithoutadequate
management (Duchesne etal. 2000) is a classic example of this. Takingaprecautionary
approach to resource use; however, through collection of biological and ecological
information on prospectiveNTFP species can help prevent resource degradation.
An important component of sustainable NTFP species selection for use involves
understanding species life cycle characteristics including growth and reproduction
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requirements (Peters 1994). For cultivars of edible fruit-producing plants, high fruit yield
and optimal fruit size are important characteristics for commercial production(St.Pierre
2005). These characteristics are also desired for wild harvested fruit; therefore,
understandingenvirorunentalfactorsthatcontrolorlimitfruitproductionisimportantfor
assessingthesuitabilityofawild,fruit-producingspeciesforNTFPuse.
Northern wild raisin (Viburnum nudum var. cassinoides (L.) Torr. & A. Gray; syn.
= V cassinoides L.) (Adoxaceae), a tall (:5 4 m) woody shrub, produces edible fruit and
may have potential use as an NTFP in parts of the boreal forest ofNorth America.
Northern wild raisin has been used historically as a food source by several North
American aboriginal groups (Moerman 1998). However, unlike other edible fruit-
producing Viburnum species native to the boreal forest, such as highbushcranberry
(Viburnum opulus var. americanum Aiton.) (Rousseau and Bergeron 2003, St. Pierre et
a1. 2005) and squashberry (Viburnum edule (Michx. Raf.) (pilz et a1. 2006), the NTFP
potential of northern wild raisin has not commonly been investigated in North America.
in addition the ecological sustainabilityofusingthesetmee Viburnum species as NTFPin
Newfoundland and Labrador, where they grow wild, has not been evaluated. Little
information regarding the biology and ecology of northern wild raisin in relation to fruit
production (but see Miliczkyand Osgood 1979; and Rathcke 1988) has been published.
Therefore, in order to assess the suitability of this species as apotential wild NTFP
resource, investigation of factors affecting fruit production and development (i.e. female
reproductive success) is especially relevant.
With the exception ofparthenocarpic or apomictic plant species (Stephenson
1981)successfulfiuitdevelopmentrequiresreproductivematuritywhereinitiationof
flower buds is followed by pollination and subsequent ovule fertilization once flowers
open and the stigma is receptive (Galletta and Himelrick 1990). Therefore, when fruit is
an exploited resource, it is important to know the sexual reproductiverequirementsofthe
species. Fruit production can be constrained by genetic factors, polien availability, pests
or diseases, resource availability or adverse climatic conditions(BurdI994,KJeinetal.
2007). However, pollen availability and quality as well asresourceavailabilityare
generally considered the principle factors contributing to variations in female
reproductive success among individuals within a plant species (Haig and WestobyI988).
Pollination limitation occurs when a plant produces a reduced numberofseeds,andlor
fiuit then they would with adequate receipt of pollen (Knight et al. 2005). Pollen
limitation can be a result of low pollen quantity andlorquality. Reducedpollinator
visitation andlorlow pollen transfer per pollinator visit can contribute to inadequate
pollen quantity as can low pollen abundance or viability within a population(Ashmanet
al. 2004). Pollen of diminished quality can include incompatible pollen andpollenoflow
geneticquality(Ashmanetal. 2004). Female reproductive success controlled by pollen
limitation is known to be common and widespread amongst angiosperms (Knight et al.
2005).
Estimates of the degree of pollination limitation within a species canbeinflated
by resource reallocation (Knightetal. 2006). Flowers do nothaveequalaccesstothe
various pools of resources, but instead have inherently different capacitiesforfiuitand
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seed production based on their position within an inflorescence, timing of bud opening,
and position in relation to other inflorescences, leaves, and branches(Wesselingh2007).
Plants exhibit modular growth and itis more likely that flowers and inflorescencesin
close proximity exhibit resource reallocation to a greater degree than thosemoredistant
(Knight et al. 2006). As the processes involved in resource and pollen Iimitation are
stochastic and interactive, it can be difficult to predict how they will affectfruitandseed
set (Burd 2008). Problems arise when attempting to discern pollen limitation from
resource limitation effects, becausepJants are able to shunt resources 0 n spatial and
temporal scales (Ashman et al. 2004, Wesselingh 2007). When experimentation involves
supplementing flowers with high quality pollen, plants receiving supplementalpollen
may reallocate resources away from adjacent flowers to those that have been hand
pollinated, resulting in an overestimate of fruit set.
Many species in the genus Viburnum are self-incompatible and require
allogamous pollen for ovule fertilization and fruit formation (Dirr 2007).Self-
incompatible plants generally exhibit a greater degree of pollen limitationasindicatedby
an increased response to hand pollination than do self-compatibleplants(Burd 1994) as
the former must rely on pollen transfer from conspecificindividuals. I nsect pollination is
a necessity for fruit development of northern wild raisin (Miliczky and Osgood 1979)
suggestingallogamouspollentransferisnecessaryforsuccessfulpollination resulting in a
high percentage of flowers setting fruit. otmuch is kllown about pollen limitation in
woody shrub species that may be potential NTFP, including Viburnum species; however,
pollen limitation of northern wild raisin fruit production has been reported on Rhode
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Island, USA (Rathcke 1988). Reproductive success of Viburnum species is relatively
simpletoquantifYbecausetheydeveloponiyoneseedperfruit.Pollinationeffectiveness
can be assessed by quantifying the number of fruit initiated after flower senescenceand
fruit initiation is apparent once the ovary has started to swell and eniarge (Krannitzand
Maun 1991). Additionally, the number of fruits reaching maturity can be used as a
measure of female reproductive success and harvest potential of the study species.
The aims of this study were to determine the pollen source requirements of
northern wild raisin and to investigate whether female reproductive successispollen
limited as low fruit set in some parts of the island ofNewfoundland might suggest
(Chapter 2). In order to study these large shrubs which can produce numerous
inflorescences often with hundreds of flowers each, experimental methods were designed
to cOlltrol for the dynamic effects of resource reallocation and pollell limitation on fruit
production. In this study percent fruit set is used as a measure ofsuccessfulpollination
and female reproductive success.
Two general objectives guide the current research: A) To detennine pollell source
requirements for fruit production of northern wild raisin and to specificaIlyanswerthe
questiolls:Isthisspeciesself-incompatible?Isallogamouspollell required to produce
fruit?,and B) Todeterrnine if fruit set is pollen limited at this locationbyaddressingthe
following: What are natural levels of fruit set? Does fruit set differ among individuals?
How does pollen supplementation with allogamous pollen affect fruit set? How does this
affect pattern offruitsetofllearbycontrol inflorescences? Are there anyilldividual
patterns of fruit set response to supplemental pollinatioll? Is there evidence for post-
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fertilization modification of number of fruit/inflorescence (i.e., doesinitialfruitsetdiffer
from mature fruit set)?
It is hypothesized that northern wild raisin requires allogamous pollen for optimal
fruit production and that inflorescences augmented with allogamous pollen have elevated
fruitsetcomparedtoadjacent(near)controlinflorescences,andthesenearcontrolsshow
decreased fruit set compared to control inflorescences farther away, on the same plant.
3.2 Materials and Methods
Study species
Northern wild raisin is a dense, multi-stemmed, woody deciduous shrub (Burrell
2002) that grows up to 4 m tall (Gleason and Cronquist 1991). Flowering in July, this
species produces small, white, hermaphroditic flowers with five petals borne in cymes
about 5-10 cm in diameter (Ryan 1995). As Viburnum species can produce as many as
500 flowers perinflorescenceand,dependingonplantsize, a single plant can produce
hundreds of inflorescences, northern wild raisin has a high potential toproducefruit
(Donoghue 1980). Edible fruits are drupes with flattened seed (Ryan 1995),and
productionofasingleseed per fruit facilitatesquantificationoffemale reproductive
success (Krannitz and Maun 1991). Fruits ripen by early to mid September (Ryan 1995)
and fruit color changes unevenly ranging from green to yellow and pinkish-red to bluish-
blackatmaturity(BurreIl2002).Plantsarerelativelylonglived,from 20-50 years, and
spread vegetatively by producing suckers (Dirr2007).
Site description
Experimental manipulations were carried out at Salmon Cove (UTM: NAD 83
0335442E, 5294l57N) in the Conception Bay North area of the Avalon Peninsula on the
island ofNewfoundland, Canada. The area was chosen because there is no evidence of
moose browsing or infestationbyVibumumleaf beetle (PyrrhaltaviburniPaykull) at this
location (see Chapter 2). The site is dominated by woody shrub species such as alders
(Alnus spp.), serviceberry or chuckley pear (Amelanchier spp.), highbush cranberry
(Viburnum apulus var. americanllm Aiton.) and mountain ash (Sarbus spp.). The study
population was located along several interconnecting overgrown trails. A stream runs
roughly west to east into a lake below the study site and the area is boundedbyarocky
ridge to the northwest.
Experimental Methods
Northern wild raisin plants selected for experimental trials were in similar stages
of floral development with > 80% of flower buds per inflorescence unopenedonselected
stems. Experimental stems were single stalks originating from the base of the plant and
were from different individual plants greater than 5 m apart. Controls were selected to
enable comparisons with natural levels of berry production.
All pollen additions were conducted manually with a toothpick (Keams and
Inouye 1993) and different toothpicks were used foreachinflorescence.Atthetimeof
pollination treatrnent, pollen was applied to all open flowers on an inflorescence.The
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timing of application corresponded to stigma receptivity (apparent when pollen readily
adhered to the stigma) occurring soon after flower opening and also with the periodof
time when a1logamous pollen was readily available on the anthers ofother plants.
Digital pictures of flower buds were used to determine the number of flowers present per
inflorescence. Flower buds and fruit were photographed but open flowers were not. Buds
and fruit could be accurately quantified from pictures but flowers in bloom could not
because of obstruction of some flowers by petals. The ratio of initiated fruit to number of
flower was used to indicate the degree of effective pollination of each inflorescence
(KranllitzandMaunI99l)andcalculatepercentfruitset.Whenuncertainties arose in
counting buds and fruit from pictures multiple counts were made until the same number
was obtained twice. Fruit was considered to be initiated when the 0 vary had started to
conspicuously swell or enlarge and matured when it had reached full sizeandwas
changing colour.
Determination of Breeding System
Protocols similar to those outlined in Pfasand Guiti:in (2006) were used to
determine how fruit set varied with differing pollination treatments. Four inflorescences
per individual northern wild raisin stem (n = 10) were randomly assigned to one of four
treatment groups: control,allogamous pollen added,self-pollenadded and a group to test
for spontaneous autogamy. Control inflorescences remained open to natural pollination
while inflorescences in the other three groups were covered with two layers of tulle mesh
to prevent pollinator visitation. In the allogamous pollen group inflorescences were hand
pollinated with allogamous pollen collected from multiple northern wild raisin plants at
least2S maway. Self-pollinated inflorescences were hand pollinated with pollen
collected from other inflorescences on the same plant. Inflorescencesinthespontaneous
autogamy group were not hand pollinated. Digital pictures of flower buds were taken on
June 26th and pollination treatments were applied three times during floweringonJune
30th, July 2nd and July Sth, 2009. Tulle mesh was removed from inflorescences on July 21 st
when flowers had begun to senesce. The number of fruit initiated and the number of fruit
reaching maturity were counted for each inflorescence frompicturestaken on AugustSth
and September71h, 2009 respectively.
Investigation of Pollen Limitation and Resource Reallocation
An experiment was designed to investigate the effect of pollen supplementation
and resource reallocation on fruit set of northern wild raisin. Randomly selected stems at
a similar stage of floral development were randomly assigned to either the experimental
group or an un-manipulated group (n =21 for each group) to assess naturaI levels of fruit
set. Four inflorescences were tagged per plant. On experimental plantsthesewere:one
inflorescence receiving supplementation with allogamouspollen in addition to natural
levels of pollination, the nearest adjacent inflorescence to the pollen supplemented
inflorescence serving as an open control (the near control), and two other more distant
inflorescences serving as open control inflorescences (the far controls)onanotherbranch
of the same plant. In order to account for individual plant variation,fruitsetofpollen
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supplemented inflorescences was compared only with fruit set ofcontroI inflorescences
on the same individual plant. The far control is used for comparison with near controls
because due to physical distance it is unlikely to draw upon the same pool of resources as
the hand pollinated inflorescence and would not be influenced by the pollen treatment
applied.
Allogamous pollen used in the experiment was collected from multiple northern
wild raisin plants at least 25 m away. Supplemental pollen was added to designated
inflorescences on experimental plants twice during flowering on July 2nd and July 8'h The
majority of flowers on inflorescences were augmented with pollen (Tolland 1997); in lllis
case generally greater than 50%. All selected inflorescenceswerephotographed ata late
floralbudstageovertwodays(June29'h and30tl').Budswerecountedandusedasa
measure of the number of flowers per inflorescence. Following application of
experimental treatrnent, developing fruit was counted from photos takenofl) initiated
fruit and 2) mature fruit (Figure 3.1) on August 5th and September7,hrespectively.Fruit
to flower ratio and percent fruit set were calculated.
To determine response magnitude to pollen supplementation, a polienlimitation
index (L) was calculated: L = 1- (PJPs) (Larson and Barrett 2000), where Po is fruit set
for control inflorescences open to natural levelsofpollinationandPs is fruit set for
allogamoussupplementedinflorescences.lnthecurrentstudyinitialfruit set of near
control inflorescence was used for Po. Negative pollen limitation index values were
equated to zero (Larson and Barrett 2000; Jakobsson et aL 2009). To furtheru nderstand
lhe extent and variation of pollen limitation within this population of northern wild raisin,
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the pollen limitation index was used to group individual plants basedon response to
supplemental pollination. Individuals were organized into one 0 fthreegroups:no
response (L - 0), low response (L < 0.5) and high response (L ~ 0.5) group.
Figure 3.1. Photos taken at flower bud (a),initiated fruit(b),andmaturefruit(c)
development stages ofa far control inflorescences forexperimentalplant#20.
Statistical Analysis
BreedillgSyslem
To determine iffruit set was significantly different between treatment groups in
the breeding system experiment, the response variable (percent initiated and mature fruit
set) was fitted toa general linearmodel,with treatment group as a fixedfactorand
individual included as a random factor to reduce type II error in the model. Residual plots
were observed to ensure linear model assumptions were met. When a significant
difference was seen among treatment groups at the p; 0.5 level or less, post-hoc
comparisons were made between fruit set in each treatment group compared to the open
control group using Bonferroni simultaneous 95% confidence intervals. A paired t-test
was used to assess any significant difference between initial and mature fru it set for each
inflorescence. All statistical analyses were done using Minitab 15.1 .30.02007.
lnthebreedingsystemexperiment,althoughtenindividualstemswereselected
and received treatment initially, the final number used in analysis is ninedueto missing
photos of flower buds for one individual.
In order to determine the significance of observed differences in both initiated and
mature fiuit set among individual plants, percent fruit set ofun-mani pulatedcontrol
plants was fitted to a general linear model with individual plant as a random factor. A
paired t-testwas used to determine whether initiated percent fruit setdifferedsignificantly
from mature percent fiuit set per inflorescence.
For experimentally manipulated plants one-way analysis of variance was used to
invesligate therelalionship between fruit set of: I) supplemented inflorescences and near
control inflorescencesand2)nearconlrol inflorescences and far controlinflorescences.
Fruit set was the response variable with treatment group as a fixed factor and individual
as a random factor. The analyses were repeated separately for both inilial and mature fruit
set. Residual plots were examined to ensure the normality, independence,and
homogeneity of variance assumptions of the model was met. Differences between
iniliatedandmaturefruitsetperinflorescencewereinvestigatedusingapairedt-test.
Based on a posteriori groupings of individual plants in the experimenlalgroup
according to the pollen limitation index, paired t-tests were used to assess whether
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significant differences in initial fruit set were apparent between the nearandfarcontrols
for each new group.
For the pollination limitation study data set used in analysis of mature fruit set for
the control plants, data points corresponding to plantID #27 wereremoved due to
missing photos of mature fruit for this plant. Forexperimentalplantsseveraldatapoints
had to be removed from the data set. Data associated with plant ID #21 were removed
because a larval infestation caused premature flower drop and this plant wasunableto
receivepollinationtreatrnent. Also for the mature fruit group data pointsassociatedwith
plantlD#13wereremovedduetomissingphotos.
All analyses were done in Minitab 15.1.30.02007.
3.3 Results
Breeding system
Significant differences were seen among treatrnents for both initial (F(3,24)= 10.86,
P<O.OOI) and mature (F(3,24)= 8.76,P<0.001) fruit set (Figure 3.3). Very few fruits
were initiated or matured when pollinators were excluded from inflorescences without
any addition of pollen (initiated: 0.9% ± 0.3 S.E., matured: 0.7% ± 0.4 S.E.) and when
inflorescences received self pollen (initiated: 1.9% ± 0.6 S.E., matured: 1.6% ± 0.6 S.E.).
Addition of aJlogamous pollen resulted in about twice the percentage of initial (13.3% ±
3.4 S.E.) and mature fruit(9.8%±2.9 S.E.) set than did inflorescences in the control
groupsopentopollinatorsrespectively(6.3%±S.E.I.3and3.9%±1.2 S.E.) (Figure
3.2). Mature fruit set was significantly lower than initiated fruit set per inflorescence(t=
5.88,P<0.001).
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Figure 3.2. Mean (± S.E.) initiated and mature percent fruit set for northern wild
raisin breeding system experiments, at Salmon Cove (NL, Canada) 2009. (n = 9
inllorescencespertreatmentgronp).*Treatmentsignificantlydifferent from open
controlgronpdeterminedusingBonferroni9S.0%confidenceintcrvals.
Pollination limitation and resource reallocation
High individual plant variability in fruit set was seen amongst un-manipulated
individual plants (the control group) for both initiated (F(20.63)= 8.42,P<0.01) and
mature (F(19. 60) = 12.39, P < 0.0 I) fruit set. Initiated (range: 1-23%; mean: 9% ± 0.0 I
S.E.) and mature (range: 1-18%; mean: 6% ± 0.01 S.E.) percent fruit set was somewhat
low and variable. The average percent difference between initiated and mature fruits per
un-manipulated individual plant ranged from 0.2-9% with a mean reduction in fruit set of
(3.8% ± 0.01 S.E.). Mature percent fruit set was significantly lower than initiated percent
fruitset(t=8.77,P<0.001). Average potential fruit loss between the bud stage and early
fruit set was (90.6%±0.01 S.E.).
Percent fruit set was significantly higher for aIloganlOus pollen supplemented
inflorescences than for near control inflorescences on the same branch forboth initial (F(I.
19)= 18.37,P< 0.001) and mature(F(1.18)=7.91,P=0.012) fruit set (Figure 3.3).
Significant differences were also seen among individual plants for both initiated (F(I.19)=
8.16, P < 0.001) and mature fruit set (F(I. 18) = 2.86, P < 0.00 I). The significance of the
interaction term was not determined due to insufficient degrees of freedom. As the two
far controls were not significantly different, these far control inflorescenceswere
averaged and this value was used for comparison with near controls. No significant
difference was seen between the near controls and far controls foreitherini tialormature
fruitset(Figure3.3),confirminglackofreallocation.
Basedonthepollenlimitationindexinitialfruitsetresponsetosuppiemental
pollination fell roughly in three groups, with 50% of individuals havingapollination
limitation index::: 0.5 (Figure 3.4). Individual plant paltems of response to supplemental
pollination as compared to near and far control inflorescences were highly variable for
both initial (Figure 3.5) and mature fruit set. Mature fTuit set was significantlylowerthan
initial fruit set for inflorescences in the experimental group (t=6.66,P<0.001)
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Figure 3.3. Mean (± S.E.) northern wild raisin initial and mature fruit set for each
treatment group, at Salmon Cove (NL, Canada) 2009. For comparison hetween ncar
control group and allogamous pollen added group: * is significant atP<O.Ol;**is
significantatP<O.OS.
Figure 3.4. Frequeneydistribution of northern wild raisin individuals by pollen
limitation index based on initial fruit set, Salmon Cove (NL, Canada) 2009. A zero
value indicates no pollen limitation of fruit set and a value of one indicates pollen
timitation eompletelyeonstrains fruit set. Letters indicate: a-no pollen limitation (L
- 0), b- low pollen limitation (L < 0.5), and c- high pollen limitation (L ~ 0.5). (Also
see Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.5. Initial fruit set for each pollination treatment group perindividual
northern wild raisin plant in the treatment group, at Salmon Cove (NL, Canada)
2009.Lettersindieate: a-no pollen limitation (L-O),b-Iowpollen limitation (L<
O.5),andc-highpollen Iilllitation(L~0.5).
3.4 Discussion
This studyconfinned that northern wild raisin is self-incompatible and requires
allogamous pollen for optimal fruit set. Natural levels of fruit set were low and variable
among individuals at this study site. Increased fruit set in response to allogamous pollen
augmentation was seen for initial fruit set, indicating pollen limitation of fruit set in the
studypopuJation. ResourcereaJlocation at the inflorescence level was not seen in
response to allogamous pollen augmentation. However, the varying magnitude of
individual plant response to pollen augmentation suggests that lackofresources
constrains response to pollen supplementation in some individuals, thereby limiting fruit
production. Significant differences between initial and mature fruitset were reported for
both experiments, indicating some fruit loss prior to fruit ripening «5%),butoverall
response patterns to supplemental pollination were maintained.
Pollen source was found to significantly affect northern wild raisin fruitset.Fruit
set was very low when pollinators were excluded from inflorescences and when
inflorescences received only same-plant pollen, suggesting the existenceofself-
incompatibility mechanisms. Pollinator exclusion resulted in Iessthan20%fruitset
relative to allogamous treatment, indicating this species is not autogamous (see Larson
and Barrett 2000). Low to near zero fruit set seen when pollinators were excluded from
inflorescences supports previous findingsofMiliczkyand Osgood (1979) for this species.
Fruit set of inflorescences supplemented with selfpollen was low but was not zero
potentially suggesting that the selt~incompatibilitymechanism of northem wild raisin,
although functional,isnotabsolute(seePfasand Guitian2006).However,Rathcke
(1988) indicated zero fruit set when pollinators were excluded from andselfpollenwas
added to northern wild raisin inflorescences. Krannitzand Maun(199l) suggestedthata
non-zero percent fruit set for highbush cranberry inflorescences covered in mesh was the
resultofincornpletepollinatorexclusion. Although no insects were seen inside exclusion
bags during this experiment, such an explanation maybe plausible. Fruit set was higher in
inflorescences open to natural pollination and allogamous pollen augrnented
inflorescenceshadhigherinitialandmaturefruitsetthanopencontroI inflorescences.
Overall results strongly suggest northern wild raisin relies predominantly 0 ninsect
mediated transferofallogamous pollen for successful pollination.
Fruit set was low and variable amongst un-manipulated inflorescences on
naturally pollinated northern wild raisin plants. Similarly, low fruit set (12-22%) was
reported for St. Lucie cherry (Prunus mahaleb L.) on the NOrtll West Iberian Peninsula
over a four year period (Guitian 1993). Also, KralUlitz and Maun (1991) reported fruit set
of naturally pollinated highbush cranberry was only -19% (18.63% ± 0.54 S.E.)
suggesting low fruit set may be prevalent amongst small fruit producing woody shrub/tree
species. Low fruit to flower ratios observed in many species canbeexplainedasabet
hedgingstrategywherebyreproductivepotentialcanbeoptimized when access to
pollination and resources is optimal (Brown and McNeil 2006). According to this
explanation, when pollination is poor or availability of resources low, flowers and/or
immature fruits are aborted (Brown and McNeil 2006). Fruit to flower ratios can vary
within a species between years, among individuals in a populationandamongpopulations
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(Stephenson 1981). MiliczkyandOsgood (1979) reported an average of38.3fruit!
infructescence(range2-94)fornorthernwildraisincontrolinflorescences in one
experiment but 16.2 fruit! infructescence in another related experiment in Maine, USA
(Miliczky and Osgood 1979) willie on Rhode Island fruit per inflorescence was 9% ± 5
(Rathcke 1998),indicatingfruit set for this species can be highly variable. Naturally
pollinated control trees of European Mountain Ash (Sorbus acuparia L.) also exhibited a
high variation in fruit set (initiated: 12-41%, mature: 0.3-23.3%) over a multiyear study in
Sweden where significant differences were seen among individuals, populations and
years (Sperens 1997).
The results suggest northern wild raisin fruit set is pollen-limited at the study
location. Furthermore they indicate that allogamous pollen addition did not cause
resource reallocation from near control inflorescences to flowers of the augmented
inflorescence for fruit development. Inflorescences augmented with allogamous pollen
had significantlylllgher initial and mature fruit set compared to nearcontroI
inflorescences. This indicates benefits from supplemental pollination were reflected in
both initial and mature fruit set and suggests greater harvest potential of fruit with
adequate receipt of allogamous pollen (Bos et al. 2007). Pollen limitation of northern wild
raisin fruit production is congruent with findings of Rathcke (1988), although resource
reallocation was not accounted for in that study. In the current studycontrol
inflorescences near supplemented inflorescences did notshowsigni ficantlyreducedfruit
set compared to far controls. For European mountain ash in nortllern Sweden; however,
control inflorescences near inflorescences that had elevated fruitsetas a result of
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augmentation with allogamous pollen, had reduced fruit set compared to more distant
control inflorescences indicating resource reallocation was occurring (SperensI996).For
northern wild raisin at Salmon Cove, resource reallocation was not seen at the
inflorescence level. Lackofreallocationmaybeduetothepresenceofleaves that
subtend the inflorescence, hence providing resources directly to thedeveloping
infructescence.Asadjacentleavesareoftenthesourceofassimilatesfor developing
fruits, probability of fruit development can be influenced byproximilytoleaves
(Wesselingh2007).
Among self-incompatible plant species, pollination limitation has been
demonstrated more often for woody than herbaceous species (Larson and Barrett2000).
Potentialreasonsarethatwoodyplantsgenerallylivelonger(K.nightetaI. 2005) and
because they typically have larger floral display size which may entaillowerpollillator
visitation rates per flower (LarSOIl and Barrett 2000). Since northern wi ldraisin
theoretically requires ollJy a sillgle grain of suitable pollell foro vulefertilization,the
latler maybe a valid explallation for pollen-limitation of this species.Ollaperflower
basispollinatorvisitationdepositillgevenminimaJallogamouspollell should be sufficiellt
for poll illation and ovulefertilizatioll. Therefore, pollillatorvisitatioll maybe low overall
or visitation maybe frequellt but result in transferofullsuitable(low quality) pollen. Low
quality pollen ill this case could illcludeselfpollell.Intellsivepoll illatorobservatiolls
werellotconductedatthestudysite;however,visitatiollratesappearedlow.Hoverflies
(Syrphidae) flies were at times seell visitillgopell Ilorthem wild raisinillflorescellcesat
the study site. Rathcke(1988) reported beetles (Elateridaeand Mordellidae)visitillg
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northern wild raisin inflorescences on Rhode Island and on rareoccasion,visitingbees.
Further research is required to document visitation rates and identitiesofinsect
pollinators for this species and to discern the compatibility of polien distributed to
Pollination by insects is a requirement for optimal production of many crop
species; therefore, pollinator limitation could have negative implications for maintaining
food supplies including fruit crops (K.lein etal. 2007). Declinesofcertain pollinators and
disrupted pollination systems are documented worldwide (see Potts et al. 2010). It is
unknown how pollinator abundance at sites on the island ofNewfoundland compares to
otherregionswherenorthernwildraisinisdistributed;however,islands often have less
diverse pollinator faunas and differing pollinator visitation patterns comparedtotheir
mainlandcowlterparts(Barrettetal.1996).lnislandpopulations,reduceddispersalof
pollen between neighbours has been found relative to conspecific mainland populations
(Spears 1987). Future comparisons of northern wild raisin pollinatorson the island of
Newfoundland with those of mainland populations could furthercontributeto
understanding pollen limitation of fruit production for this species. Current investigations
intopollinatorabundancebyresearchersaffiliatedwiththeCanadian Pollination Initiative
are ongoing in Newfoundland and Labrador.
Although, pollination limitation of northern wild raisin fruit set was found within
thestudypopulation,individuaJsvariedinresponsetosupplemental pollination. Such
within-population individual variations in pollen limitation have also been reported for
seathrift (Armeria maritima (Mill.) Willd. ssp. maritima) (Jakobsson et al. 2009). Three
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patterns of response emerged among individual northern wild raisin plants at the study
site (Figures 3.4 and 3.5) that may suggest differences in within-plant patterns of resource
availability. About 25% of individuals did not show pollen limitation (Group a) while a
further 25% showed low-moderate pollen limitation (Group b) and 50% of individuals
showed high pollen limitation. lndividuals in group aandb appear to have either
relatively high or very low natural levels of fruit set as indicated by same-plantcontrols.
This suggests individuals with very low levels of fruit but showing little or no increase
with allogamouspollen addition may have insufficient access to resourcesforfruit
development andlor be under stress. Additionally, individuals with relativelyhighlevels
of natural fruit set but little or no response to supplemental pollen addition may represent
anupperlimitofresourcelimitation.lnthiscasesufficientresourcesexisttoproduce
relatively abundant fruit, but with no further available resources.
In addition to pollination, fruit yield is governed by plant morphology, growing
conditions, whole plant physiology and the interplay of these factors(Ho 1992). Differing
response patterns amongst individual plants to allogamous pollen augmentation may be
factors. At the study site in Salmon Cove a stream runs through a segment of the northern
wild raisin population; however, fruit set and responsetosupplemental pollination does
not appear to be linked with relative proximity to the stream.
lnboththebreedingsystem and pollen limitation experimentmorefruit per
inflorescence were initiated than reachedmatulity, indicating the prevalence of post-
zygotic mechanisms leading to fruit loss. In comparison a period offrui t loss between
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anthesisandfiuitmaturationoccurredeachyearofamulti-yearstudyforSaskatoon
serviceberry (Ame/anchier an/nifolia (Nutt.) Nutt. ex M. Roem.) with a mean loss of81 %
± 6.7 S.E. potential fruit (St. Pierre 1989). In that study, damage to flowers and immature
fiuit, mainly by sawfly (Hop/ocampa montanico/a Rohwer) and frost, were the main
determinants of reduced mature fiuitset. In the current study, becauseflower buds were
used as an indication of potential numberoffiuit, fiuitset maybe underestimated,but
this would not affect the response patterns observed. For control plants the greatest loss
occurred prior to initial fiuitset measurement and less so between early fiuit set and
mature fiuit set. Post-pollination fiuitloss can result due to competition for resources
among enlarging fiuits and/or vegetative structures (Goldwin 1992) where the degree of
competition is determined by spatial and temporal relations between structures(HoI992).
Maturingfiuitscanalsobeaffectedbyenvironmentalfactorssuchasadverseweatheror
pest predation leading to fiuitdrop (Goldwin 1992).
Krebsetal.(2009)showedthatyearlyvariationinborealregionberrycropsis
common and that berry yield correlates with weather events in the year of fiuit production
as well as one or two years prior. The main predictors of high fiuit yield were temperature
and rainfall variables based on summer monthly means. However, across all species
studied no clear pattem of weather impact on fiuitproduction emerged, insteadeach
species showed different response pallerns to weather variables (KrebsetaI.2009).For
European mountain ash, low fiuit years were positively correlated with a previous dry
summer (Sperens 1997). In 2009 rain fall was lower in June and July in Salmon Cove, but
higher for August 2009 than the previous two years which may have impacted fiuit
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development. Additionally, heavy rain at Salmon Cove during flowering on July 5th, 2009
could have influenced pollinator activity, impeding natural poll inationprocesses.Itmay
be possible that warm temperatures in mid to late summer 2008 combined with warm
temperatures in early spring 2009 contributed to successful developmentofflower
primordia but that cool temperatures in July, and high rainfall in Augustof2009
contributed to reduced fruit set compared to potential fruit set. No frost events during the
period from mid May to the end of September were recorded for 2007,2008, or 2009.
Future multiyear experiments could be designed to detenninespeci fic weather events and
other physical factors that influence fruit set for northern wild raisin.
Due to low and variable fruit set seen amongst northern wild raisin plants at
Salmon Cove, this species may be unsustainable as a wild harvested NTFP at this location
but maybe suitable for personal harvest and use. Other populations exhibiting higher and
less variable fruit production may exist throughout the island ofNewfoundIand and would
requireassessmentonasitebysitebasis.Asanaltemativetowildharvesting,northem
wild raisin may have potential to be grown as a domesticated fruit crop. Selection of
propagulematerialfromhighfruityieldingwildgenotypesmayenableestab[islunentof
new cultivated varieties with favourable fruit attributes
Findings from this study illustrate the requirement for active managementof
pollinatorresourcesifnorthernwildraisinistobeusedasafruitproducingNTFP
species. As high browsing pressure in natural habitats by moose may compromise wild
harvest of this species in parts of ewfoundland(Chapter2)cultivationmaybeanoption
for attaining optimal northem wild raisin fruit production. Dueto the allogamy
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requirement of this species, fruit production in a cultivated environmentwouldrequire
planting multiple genotypes so that a1logamous pollen could be transferred by pollinators
between individuals. The increase in fruit set seen as a result of suppiementalpollination
inthecurrentstudysuggestsoptimalfruitsetcouldbeobtainedifsufficientpollenand
resourceswereavailabletocultivatedplants.Pollinatorsupplementationmaybean
option to increase fruit set.
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4.0 Propagation of wild ViburnulII species in Newfoundland (Canada)
Abstract
Vibllrnllm species native to the boreal forest of insular Newfoundlandmayhave
commercial potential as edible-fruit producing non-timber forest products(NTFP).
However, low fruit production, intense browsing by moose (A lees alees), and the
appearance of Viburnum Leaf Beetle (Pyrrhalta viburni) may render wild harvesting of
Viburnum species unsustainable in parts ofNewfoundland. Domestication may be a
viable alternative and a means to preserve wild populations while maximizing resource
productivity, but conditions on the island are sufficiently different fromlocationswhere
other studies have been done to predict optimal horticultural protocolsforNewfoundland.
Preliminary investigations were undertaken to determine optimal timing for taking stem
cuttings from wild highbush cranberry (Viburnum opulus var. americanum), northem
wild raisin (Viburnum lIudum var. cassinoides) and squashberry (Viburnum edule), and to
assess seed viability. Softwood cuttings of highbush cranberry and squashberryrooted
successfully. Semi-hardwood cuttings were successful forhighbushcranberry and
northern wild raisin. Northern wild raisin seed showed viability but viability of
squashberryandhighbush cranberry seed was unable to bedetem1ined and further
germination tests are required. The current study indicates that Viburnum species native
to insular Newfoundland can be vegetatively propagated following protocols established
in other parts of their distribution range but with a slightly later optimaltimeperiodfor
collecting stem cuttings. This is thought to be linked to the cooler Summer temperatures
and later onset of the growing season, characteristic of this region
Keywords: non-timber forest product, NTFP, Viburnum Iludum var. cassilloides,
Viburnum opulus var. americallum, Viburnum edule, fruit, propagation, Newfoundland
Harvesting non-timber forest products (NTFP) can have ecological implicationsat
individual, population, community and ecosystem levels (Ticktin 2004). A shift to
commercial use of TFP may be accompanied by intensive harvesting activities that
increase pressure onNTFP species and the ecosystems they inhabit (Duchesneetal.
2000). There are many examples where overharvesting of wild medicinal plants has lead
to ecological degradation and in some cases species at risk listings. American ginseng
(Panax quinquefolius L.) and goldenseal (Hydrastis canadensis L.) for example have
been overharvested in North America (Robbins 2000) and are listed under the Canadian
Species at Risk Act (COSEWIC 20 I0). They are also regulated under Appendix II of the
Convention on Intemational Trade in Endangered Species (Robbins 2000). In order for
NTFP industries to proceed ina sustainable manner, methods of resource extraction that
preserve ecological integrity are required to maintain resource supply (i.e. the target wild
population) (Duchesneetal. 2000). Harvesting pressures on wild populations can be
reduced through domestication of the target wild species. This methodhasbeenusedfor
bringing native fruit producing species such as Saskatoon berriesorserviceberries
(Amalanchier spp.) into cultivation (St. Pierre 1992). Domestication can encompass a
variety of practices from management of semi-wild populations to maintenance of
cultivarplantings in an agricultural setting after selection of cultivarsfromnaturally
occurring intraspecific variation (Duchesneetal. 2000). Inaddition to maintaining wild
population sustainabilityand preventing depletion ofUlenaturaI resource, more
controlledsystemsofproductioncanmaximizeharvestyield,stabilize resource supply,
and ensure more uniform product quality (Duchesne et aJ. 2000).
Several global examples illustratetheuseofdomesticationinitiatives within the
NTFP industry. In the Baitadi district ofNepal, 23 plant species are commonly collected
by local people for NTFP use. Government and non-government agencies in the district
are involved in dornestication initiatives that support sustainableharvest rnethods while
maintaining economic return from NTFP (Bista and Webb 2006). Similarly, in northwest
YUJUlan (China) cultivation of Yunnan goldthread (Coptis leela Wall. used as an anti
inflammatory in Chinese medicine) in an agroforesty system reduces pressure on already
threatened wild populations while still providingsoundeconomicreturn(Huangand
Long 2007).
Populations of Pacific yew (Taxus brevifoliaNutt.) have become threatenedin
western North America due to extensive clearing by the logging industry followed by
unsustainable harvest for the anti-cancer compound taxol. Harvesting pressures on this
slow growing species have since been alleviated by implementation of propagation
initiatives and synthesisoftaxol from foliage and use of other Taxzls species(Turner
2001). For example, Canada yew (Tanis canadensis Marsh.) domestication programs are
being implemented as an alternative to unsustainable harvesting of Taxus species from
natural systems worldwide (Webster et al. 2005). In Victoria, NL a local supplier of wild
blueberry (Vaccinium anguslifolium Ait.) utilizes fire as a management teclmique to
increase fruit yield from a semi-wild stand (R. Budden 2007, pers. conun.).
Viburnum species native to insular Newfoundland, highbush cranberry (Viburnum
opulus var. americanum Aiton), northern wild raisin (Viburnum nudum var. cassinoides
(L.) Torr. & A. Gray) and squashberry (Viburnum edule Michx. Raf.) produce edible
fruit and are being evaluated for their potential use as NTFP. Preliminaryinvestigations
into the suitability of Viburnum species as wild harvested NTFP in Newfoundland
indicatethatseveralfactorsmayconstrainthesustainabilityof harvesting on a
commercial scale. These factors include poor and variable fruit production (Chapter 2),
pressures from intense moose browsing (A Ices alces) (McLaren et al. 2004), and the
increasing spread ofVibumum leaf beetle (Pyrrhalta viburni) throughout parts oftlle
Avalon Peninsula (and possibly elsewhere on the island) (W.K. Nicholls 2008, pers.
comm.). Cultivation of squashberry has been recommended as a potential means to enable
sustainable use as a fruit producing NTFP (Barfootetal. 2006). Additionally,highbush
cranberry has been evaluated as an alternative native plant crop in Saskatchewan(St
Pierre et al. 2005) and Quebec (Rousseau and Bergeron 2003). Byextension,
domestication initiatives where fruit limiting factors can be controlled may also improve
the potential for NTFP use of fruit from Viburnum species found in insular
Newfoundland. Many Viburnum species are cultivated as ornamental plants (Baskin et al.
2009) and cultivars of highbush cranberry are already available on the horticultural
market as are a smaller number of northern wild raisin cultivars (Dirr 2007). These native
speciesofViburnumhavealsobeeninvestigatedfortheiruseinecological restoration
within Newfoundland (Barfoot et al. 2006), but propagation results are unrepOlted. All
three native Viburnum species are indicated as having potential for cultivar selections
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(Barfootetal. 2006) and native populations maybe a potential sourceofnewgenetic
stock useful to the horticultural and agricultural industries.
Success of domestication initiatives requires knowledgeofeffectivepropagation
methodsforspeciesinaparticularregion(OuchesneetaI.2000).Woodyshrubssuchas
Viburnum species are commonly propagated from vegetative stem cuttings (Oirr and
Heuser2006),whichresultsinplantsgeneticallyidenticaltothe parent plant enabling
selection for desired characteristics. For Continental North America, softwood cuttings
taken in June or July are the recommended method ofpropagatinghighbushcranberry,
northern wild raisin (Oirr and Heuser 2006); and squashberry (Luna 2008). However,
propagation by seed is often used to obtain hybrids with novel characteristics(Macdonald
1986). Propagulematerial from insular genotypes of these species are not necessarily
optimally propagated by the same procedures.
Gennination of Viburnum species seed can take 18 months (Baskin et al. 2009);
althoughDirr(2007)reportsaslongastwotothreeyearsforViburnumspecies seeds to
germinate.SeedsofmostViburnumspeciesexhibitmorphophysiologicaldormancy
(Giersbach 1937, as referenced in Baskin and Baskin 1998). This requires the embryo to
grow inside the seed before the root can emerge; the embryo is underdevelopedandalso
has physiological dormancy (Baskin et al. 2009). A period of warm stratification for two
to three months followed by a period of cold stratification for two to three months is
recommended for Viburnum species (Giersbach 1937, as referenced in Baskin and Baskin
1998). However, a high rate of germination success with three months cold stratification
of barely ripe seed collected from ripening fruit without any prior wann stratification has
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been documented (T. Walsh 2008, pers. comm.). In addition, Schultz et al. (2001)
recommends three months cold stratification for highbush cranberry prior to planting. The
varied recommendations regarding seed germination suggests that provenanceand
climatic conditions during fruit growth and ripening may have significant effectson
germination and dormancy factors. Furthermore, early collection of fruit from Viburnum
species when they start to change colour and immediate planting of seed may reduce the
amount of time required for full germination by up to a year as seeds often become "more
dormant" during ripening (Dirr2007).
The purpose of this research was to investigate the success rate ofsome
commonly used propagation teclmiques for native Viburnum species in Newfoundland in
order to recommend potential means for bringing these wild plants into cultivation.
Although propagation methods for these species have been documented for locations in
other parts of their range, propagation is not well documented fornorthem parts of their
range, such as Newfoundland and Labrador. On the island ofNewfoundland growing
degree days aboveS·Cvaryonaverage between 800-1300 days annually (Gordonand
Bootsma 1993). Cool summer temperatures and a later initiation of spring suggest that
propagation protocols maybe different in this region than elsewhere intheirrange.ln
addition the genetic potential of Viburnum species in this island regionmaybe
sufficiently different from mainland populations to warrant use ofdifferingpropagation
techniques. To assess propagation ability and success of these nativeViburnumspecies
we assessed the success of: I) vegetative propagation by stem cutting and 2) seed
germinationsuccessforthesespeciesfrompropagulematerialcollectedfromwild
populations on the island ofNewfoundland.
4.2 Methods
Vegetative propagation
Softwood, semi-hardwood and hardwood stem cuttings> 8 cm from wild-growing
Viburnum species were obtained from sites on the Eastern Avalon Peninsula of
Newfoundland during the growing season in 2008 and 2009. Cuttings were collected
from three sites in 2008 and one site in 2009 etintervals throughoutthe growing season
(Table 4. I). In 2009, rooting success of cuttings taken from one-yearoldhighbush
cranberry plants grown from wild cuttings were also evaluated.
All cuttings were taken with handheld clippers and collected material was placed
in plastic bags containing moist paper towel. Cuttings were temporarily stored in a cooler
bag with an ice pack during transport from the field sites then transferred to the fridge
until the date of cutting preparation and planting within five days. Standard methods for
rooting vegetative cuttings (Macdonald 1986) were followed. Nodal cuttings -10 cm in
length with at least two mature leaves were made from plant material. Cuttings were then
dipped in rooting hormone (Stim-Root® 2500 lEA was used for all cuttings except six
hardwood cuttings of northern wild raisin) and inserted in a mixture of two to one Pro-
mix®: Pearlite® in plug trays. They were then placed in a standard mist propagator with
bottom heat set at 20"C. Temperature was not constant, due to fluctuating ambient air
temperature,butaveragedapproximatelyIS"C.ln200Saftersixtoeightweeks,cuttings
that had root growth greater than 4 cm were potted up into six-inch pots and moved to an
unheated polyhouse where they remained overwinter at a minimum temperature of about
-S"C. In November 2009 root growth of cuttings from that year were recorded but plants
were not potted for overwintering
As cuttings were not collected unless new growth was at least S cm long, northern
wild raisin cuttings were not taken in June200S because new growth had not reached this
length. Squashberry cuttings were not taken in July200S because plants were in low
abundance at the main study site in Salmon Cove and cuttings had already been taken
earlier in the season from the few plants in the area. In2009cultingswerespecifically
taken from non-flowering shoots because resources maybe directed to the reproductive
structuresratherthanshootsduringthefloweringperiod(DirrandHeuser2006).Alsoin
2009 cuttings were taken from one year old highbush cranberry plants grown fromplant
material collected from Salmon Cove, NL in 200S
Squashberry Holyrood May 22"", May 26 , 4
2008 2008
Highbush June 19 , June 20 ,
cranberry 2008 2008 132 for both species
combined··
Squashberry June 19 , June 20 ,
2008 2008
JulylO, Semi- Julyll, 37
2008 hardwood 2008
I-lighbush July 10 , Semi- Julyll, 39
cranberry 2008 hardwood 2008
I-lighbush
cranbeny
Highbush
cranbeny
Memorial
University
Botanical Garden
(collected from
one year old
plants)
August 5 ,
2009
August 19 ,
2009
August21 Sl ,
2009
Semi-
hardwood
Semi-
hardwood
Semi-
hardwood
August
1O~,2009
August
21",2009
August
21",2009
50(5eachfromlO
::;eernt~:~~v:~;~Srt)
40 (2 each from 20
** Some cuttings were incorrectly identified as highbushcranbcrryrathcrthan
squashberry or vice versa; therefore, the initial number of cuttingstakenforboth
species arc pooled.
Seed germination
Fruit from Viburnum species are harvested for seed extraction at the time they
start to change colour and ripen (Dirr2007). Ripened fiuit was collected in late
September 2008 (Table 4.2) at Salmon Cove (NL). Following collection, fiuit was stored
at approximately 4'C until the time of flesh removal. Storage at this temperature was
ovemightfornorthemwildraisinandhighbushcranberrybutwas55daysfor
squashberry. The floatation method combined with hand maceration using a metal sieve
was used to extract seeds over approximately one week at room temperature. As viable
seed should be too heavy to float, any seeds that floated were discardedwithpulp
removal during floatation (Bonner et al. 2008). After flesh removal, seeds were air-dried
at room temperature and remained at this temperature for 12 weeks then moved to 4'C
storage.
Seeds were placed in polyethylene (plastic) bags on moist paper towels(Deno
1993). Plastic bags were used because they hold moisture but permit diffusion of gases
(Dirr and Heuser 2006) allowing maintenance of aerobic conditions (Deno 1993). All
seeds were kept moist for the duration of the gennination trial and samples were observed
periodically. Several different treatments were applied to seeds (Table4.2).
Table 4.2. Vibllrlllllll species seed treatment. Seed collected at Salmon Cove (NL,
Canada) 2008.
Species
Highbush
cranberry
Squashberry
Collection
date
September
25th
Januaryl5t
Januaryl5t
seeds each
~~ Cold/wann
Cold/wann
September January IS
25th
September JanuarylSth
25th
(n = 210) 5 replicates; 42 Cold/wann
seeds in each
(n=219) 4 replicates; 42
seeds in each plus one
with 51 seeds
*Cold treatment: 12 weeks at 4"C; Warm treatment: 12 weeks at 19-2S"C (room
temperature) and monitored for an additional four weeks.
Assessing Germination Success
The criterion for detennining gennination success was emergence of the radicle
throughtheseedcoattoalengthofatleast3mm(Deno1993). Seeds with an obviously
empty or rotten seed coat or that were excessively mouldy were discarded and not
included in the analyses. Percent gennination was compared between the two treatment
4.3 Results
Vegetative Propagation
There was virtually no rooting success for northern wild raisinhardwoodcuttings
taken from Torbaybefore leafbuds had opened; only one of twelve 0 fcuttingsshowed
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any root growth. No cuttings of highbush cranberry or squashberry taken fromHolyrood
had root growth. However, species of Viburnum plants growing at Holyrood had been
heavily browsed by moose. Softwood cuttings of squashberry and highbushcranberry
taken in June 2008, as well as semi-hardwood cuttings of highbush cranberry and
northern wild raisin taken in July 2008 exhibited> 70% ,:ooting success (Table 4.3).
However, hardwood cuttings of these species taken in late spring 2008 had poor rooting
success(onlyonecuttinghadrootgrowth)asdidserni-hardwoodcuttingsofhighbush
cranberry and squashberry taken around the tirne leaves were exhibiting fa II colour
changes (August 2009) (Table 4.4). Of those that did root, few had extensive or much
branched root growth. No highbush cranberry cuttings taken from new growth on one
year old plants propagated from cuttings in the previous year had root growth:::4cmbut
- 28% did show some minimal root growth.
Sparse rooting had been observed for cuttings planted in August 2009duling
September and October 2009 and the leaves had fallen off; however,many cuttings still
had green buds present so the cuttings were left in the mist unit until mid November.
Table 4.3. Rooting success of highbush cranberry, squashberry and northern wild
raisin euttin!!s taken at Salmon Cove CNL Canada) 2008.
Species Date of cutting Type of Rooting success
preparation cutting (%)anddate
assessed
survival(%)
on 2009 April 9
Highbush
~
Squashberry
74.2(n= 132)*
August 7"'
85.4(n=41)
*The two species are pooled together for determination ofrootingsuccess as original
counts of cuttings were compromised due to miss-identification.
Table 4.4. Rooting success of highbush cranberry and squashberry cuttings taken at
SalmonCove(NL Canada) 2009.
Species Date of cutting Type of cutting Rootingsuccess(%)
preparation on 2009 Nov. 17
Highbushcranberry August 21"
Squashberry August 10
20(n=50)
3.2(n=31)
For the 2008 seed germination trials, neither squashberry nor highbush cranberry
seeds genninated. Percentgennination for northern wild raisin exposed to three months
of cold stratification followed by exposure to room temperature was significantly higher
(95% ± 2.6) than for seed that remained at room temperature throughout tlle trial (59.7%
±5.1)(F(l.9)=31.31,P=0.001) (Figure 4. 1).
-Warmon1v
*germination
first recorded
Figure 4.1. Mean (±S.E.) percent northern wild raisin seed germination for both a
cold/warm and a warm only stratification treatment group (n = 5). Seed collected
fall 2008 at Salmon Cove (NL, Canada). Day zero is January 15"', 2009. Treatments
were as follows: Cold/warm treatment- 12 weeks at 4'C followed by 12 weeks at 19-
2S'C and monitored for an additional 4 weeks at that temperature; Warm only
treatment- 28 weeks at 19-2S'C. In the cold/warm group 15.7% (33 seeds) of seeds
were removed due to monld and in the warm/warm group 18.7% (41 seeds) were
removeddnetomould.
4.4 Discussion
Preliminary investigation of vegetative propagation methods for ViburnulIlspecies
native to insular Newfoundland indicate that propagation protocolsusedinotherpartsof
theirrangearealsoapplicableto ewfoundland,butwitb a slight later shift in optimal
propagulecollectiontime.Seedgemlinationresultsfornorthemwildraisinsupportlocal
reports that cold stratification without prior wann stratification can result in high
gennination success; however, gennination results forsquashbenyandhighbush
cranberry were not successful. Established protocols for complete seed germination of
these Viburnum species are likely relevant for this region.
The results of vegetative propagation trials support published literaturesuggesting
softwood and semi-hardwood stem cuttings are the best means ofpropagating Viburnum
species vegetatively. However, optimal timing for propagule collection seemed to be
temporally shifted later in the season. Luna (2008) reported high rooting success of
softwood cuttings of squashberry taken in Mayor June in Montana (USA), whereas the
timing of collecting squashberry softwood cuttings in Newfoundland was later. New stem
growth was seen in early June for squashberry and highbush cranberry plants at our
sampling sites on the island in both 2008 and 2009, and new stem growth was seen in mid
June for northern wild raisin at the same location. Optimal timing for collecting cuttings
of new stem growth for northern wild raisin was several weeks later than for squashberry
and highbush cranberry at Salmon Cove, NL in 2008. The optimum time to take cuttings
relates largely to the physiological conditions of the parent plant ratherthanaspecific
calendar date and timing of cutting amenability to root may be largely a responseto
environmental conditions (Hartmarmetal. 2002). To a large extent spring phenological
events of boreal tree species are controlled by ambient air temperature(Linkosaloetal.
2009); therefore, the later timing of stem growth in this region is likely due to later onset
of spring and cool summer temperatures on the island, especially in the eastern region.
The lack ofrootdeveloprnent for hardwood cuttings in the cllrrent Studywasnot
unforeseenaspropagationofthestudyViburnumspeciesfromthislypeofstemcuttings
isnotcomrnonlypromoted in the iiterature. Additionally, hardwood cuttings of deciduous
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species taken the spring, as was done in the current study, areoftenunsuccessful. This is
because with the onset of warm temperatures, bud-burst may occur and newly emerged
leavesbegintotranspirewhichcancausecuttingstodryoutbeforerootsforrn(Hartrnann
et al. 2002). Other techniques may result in successful propagation of thesespeciesusing
hardwood stem cuttings. For example, stooling (method of mounding soil around a plant
to encourage root growth from woody stems) may be an option for propagating hardwood
cuttings of highbush cranberry (Dirr2007). Also, collection of hardwood plantmaterialin
the fall can result in greater rooting success (Hartrnann etal. 2002).
In 2008 semi-hardwood cuttings of highbush cranberry were more successful than
those collected in 2009. In the second year, semi-hardwood cuttings were collected later
in the season when leaves were starting to lose green pigmentation and tum reddish. As
lhisautwnncolorchangeisassociatedwithsenescenceandtheinitiationofplant
dorrnancY,takingstemcuttingspriortoleafcolorchangemayresultin better rooting
success rates. The presence of Viburnum leaf beetle egg laying sites and some leaf
herbivory seen on year-old highbush cranberry nursery plants rnayalso suggest a less
than optimal fitness level which may have contributed to the low rootingsuccessrateof
cuttings taken from these plants (Figure 4.2). Inter-annual variation in rootingsuccessis;
however, common for stem cuttings of Viburnum species (Dirr 2007). In Athens, Georgia
(USA) rooting success of northern wild raisin cuttings taken in mid June 2002 (n = 8) and
in early July 2003 (n=8)was JOO% but only 50% for cuttings taken in ear1yJuly2005(n
= 16) (Dirr2007).
In addition to timing ofpropagule collection, rooting success ofwoodyplantstem
cuttings maybe influenced by factors such as the age of the parent piant and the type of
rooting hormones and growing medium used (Dirr2007). Successful propagationof
cuttings requires selection from parent plants having good overall hea1th with sufficient
availability of water and other resources (Dirrand Heuser 2006). Plant age also influences
rooting of cuttings. Cuttings from younger ("cutting-produced orseedling") plants (or
partsofaplant) may root more readily than those from older plant material (Dirrand
Heuser 2006). The effects of age on rooting success rates were notdirectlyassessedin
this study; however, attempts were made to collect cuttings from younger plants and
stems. This study investigated which types of stem cuttings yielded greater rooting
success with attention to the timing of collection. Furtherresearch can address other
factors and may lead to ill1provedpropagationmethods.
When vegetative cuttings are taken from wild populations, environmental and
genetic differences amongst parent plants may contribute to varyingpropagationresults.
Greater rooting success rates can sOll1etimes be obtained whenwildplantphenotypesare
cultivated in a setting where exposure to resources is 1l10re uniform.Cuttingscollected
from nursery stock usually have higher success rates than those collected from wild
populations (Dirrand Heuser 2006). Wild rose species (Rosa) collected throughout the
growing season from various locations on the island ofNewfoundland exhibited between
0-59% rooting success, whereas propagation of suckers from containergrownplantsin
the following year resulted in a 100% rooting success rate (KW Nicholls unpublished
data). Establishment of nursery plantings may also be an option for obtaining optimal
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vegetative propagation success rates for wild Viburnum species nativetoinsular
Newfoundland.
The high percentage of northern wild raisin seed gennination when placed at room
temperature following cold stratification and moderate gennination percentage when
seeds were maintained at room temperature, suggests northern wild raisin from sites in
Newfoundland may be effectively propagated by seed. Although radicle emergence does
not indicate completegennination for Viburnum species with morphophysiological
donnancy, itis indicative of seed readiness forgennination. Radicleemergencemay
indicate the first phase ofdonnancy has been broken (Baskin etal. 2009) and should be
followed by cold treatment to break embryo donnancy (Dirr and Heuser 2006) for full
gennination.
Thelackofgenninationsuccessofsquashberryandhighbushcranberryseedsis
consistent with reported donnancybreakingtreatments required fo rcompletegernlination
ofseed with morphophysiologicaldonnancy. Greater than 75%gennination success has
been reported with warm/cold stratification forsquashberry(Rossetal. 2004) and similar
protocolsforseedgenninationofhighbushcranberryandnorthernwildraisin are
reportedby(BaskinandBaskin2002)and(Schultzetal.2002)respectively;however,
gennination success rates are not reported. Further research into early co llectionofseed
and the effeclon genninationsuccess rates should be investigated for the study species.
In addition, more work is required to detennine gennination success using recommended
donnancybreakingtreatrnents for seed with morphophysiological donnancy.
Considerable effort and research is required to evaluate andestablishnewcropsor
horticultural varieties. Early stages involve selection of wild plants that display desirable
characteristics, propagation and evaluation of their progeny followed by further
evaluation and development forcultivarselections (Rousseau and Bergeron 2003). In
order to proceed with domestication initiatives of Viburnum species native to the island of
Newfoundland research is required to determine choice genotypes oftheseViburnum
species from wild populations. Superior variants can be further investigated for potential
as cultivar selections for fruit producing and horticultural NTFP use. For Viburnum
species, number of fruit per infructescence is a key indicator forselecti ngaccessionsthat
have high, predictable yield propagated when grown in natural habitats(Cesonieneetal.
2008). With regard to selecting plant material for domestication initiativesinvolving
geneticcrosses,qualitativetraitssuchastimingoffruiting,plantform,fruitshapeand
taste are generally more readily inherited from parent plants thanquantitativetraitssuch
as plant height and biomass (Simons 1996). Plant developers should ensure that
propagules are collected from multiple wild populations where Vibumum leaf beetle is
not present and moose browsing is minimal. Of course, caution is always recommended
when taking vegetative and reproductive structures of wild plants so as not to negatively
impact wild populations of source materials. Collection of excess biomass can negatively
affect future growtlland population structure.
Due to the prevalence ofVibumum leaf beetle infestation of native Viburnum
species in parts of eastem Newfoundland, cultivation and domestication initiatives of
these species maybe untenable in locations where the beetle is presenl. Even one year old
nursery plants grown from wild stem cuttings in 2008 showed evidence of Viburnum leaf
beetle herbivory and egg laying (Figure 4.2). These sites werenotinspected for the
presence of eggs but egg laying sites are very distinctive for this speciesofbeetle.
Viburnum leaf beetle has not been reporled in Labrador; tllerefore, the option of using
squashberry as a domesticated crop in this region of the province holds potential.
Labrador is outside the natural range of highbush cranberry and northern raisin; however,
meaning domestication of these two species in Labrador would require considerable
research. As well, due to low fruit set seen in some wild populations (Chapter 2) it is
imporlanttofocusresearchefforlsontheeffectsofpollinatorabundanceon fruit yield for
these native Viburnum species in acu!tivated setting.
Selection of wild plant material for domestication initiatives requires knowledge
of optimal timing and methods for successful propagation before rigorouscultivar
selectionprocessescanoccur.ThecurrentstudyindicatesthatViburnum species native to
insular Newfoundland can be vegetatively propagated following protocols established in
other parts of their distribution range but with a slightly later optimal timcperiodfor
collecting stem cuttings. This is tllOUghtto be linked to the cooler summer temperatures
andlateronsetofthegrowingseason,characteristicofthisregion. Establishing nursery
stock from wild genotypes for further research on vegetative propagalion is
recommended. Seed gernlinalionmethods for these species in Newfoundlandrequire
Figure 4.2. Viburnum leaf beetle egg laying sites on northern wild raisin stem
indicated by arrows.
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5.0 Conclusions
With increased emphasis on non-timber forest product (NTFP) use as a means to
support rural livelihoods and promote forest conservation, theimportanceofmaintaining
resourcesustainabilityisunequivocal.SustainableuseofNTFPrequirescarefulplarming
andsounddecisionmakingbasedonrigorouslycolJectedspecies-specificbiologicaland
ecological data (Duchesne et a\. 2000, Wong et a1. 2001). Baselinebiologicalinformation
provides a basis for NTFP species selection and provides a monitoring benchmark against
which to gauge the effects of harvesting on resource yield and population structure
(peters 1994). This is important for establishing sustainable harvesting practices and
informing resource management decisions
InordertoevaluatethepotentialforsustainableNTFPdevelopmentofhighbush
cranberry (Viburnum opulus val. americanum) squashberry (V edule), and northern wild
raisin (V nudum var. cassinoides) in Newfoundland, research was conducted to enable
assessment of the target species in relation to local conditions. InNewfoundland,wild
harvest of edible fruit from native Viburnum species may be undermined by overall low
and variable fruit production througbout the island andbyhigb moose browsing pressure
in some locations. The impact of moose browsing is evidenced by reduced plant heigbt
and low fruit production in locations where moose browsing of the study species occur.
The principal factors that cause variations in femalereproductivesuccessamong
plants within a species are pollen availability and quality as welJ asresourceavailability
(HaigandWestobyI988).lnvestigationofpolJinationrequirements for northern wild
raisin fruit production indicates pollination with a1logamous pollen is necessary for
optimal fruit set. In the population of northern wild raisin studied there is evidence for
pollination limitation of fruit set; however, the magnitude of responsetoallogamous
pollen addition varied among individual plants (Chapter 3). This suggests resource rather
than pollen availability may limit fruit set in some individual plants andthosefactorssuch
as site heterogeneity and/or individual genetic variation may also influence fruit
productivity for this species. This is further evidence that this particular native Viburnum
species northern wild raisin maynotbea sustainable resource for wild harvest of fruit at
the study location due to low and variable levels of fruit production.
Due to low fruit set and moose browsing pressure, cultivation of native Viburnum
species for fruit production maybe a more viable alternative to wild harvesting fruit in
Newfoundland (Chapter 2). Domestication can help prevent resource depletion, maximize
resource yield and stabilize resource supply (Duchesne et al. 2000). Cultivated varieties
of the study Viburnum species are already used as ornamental shrubs in North America
(Dirr2007)andincreasinglyforfruitproduction.Selectionsfromwild populations in
Newfoundland may have potential for development of cultivars with novel characteristics
(Barfoot et al. 2006). Observed pollination limitation of northern wi ldraisinindicatesthe
importance of pollinator management in both wild and domestic settings for obtaining
optimalfruitsetforthisspeciesandpotentiallyforsquashberryandhigllbushcranberry
Domestication of wild plants requires knowledge of optimal timing for collecting
propagules as well as effective propagation methods. Viburnum species native to
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Newfoundlandcanbevegetativelypropagatedfollowingprotocolsestablishedelsewhere
in their distribution range but with a slightly iater optimal timeperiodforcollectingstem
cuttings (Chapter 4). This later timing forpropagule collection is likely due to a later
onset of the growing season and cool summer temperatures characteristic of this region.
Specifically squashberry can be optimally propagated from softwood cuttingswhileboth
softwood and semi-hardwood cuttings of highbush cranberry root successfully.Northem
wildraisincanalsobesuccessfullyrootedfromsemi-hardwoodcuttings.Propagationof
northern wild raisin via seed may also bean option for propagation as seed viability of
this species was high.
Primary limitations to this research project include the relativelysmall spatial
scaleandshortdurationoverwhichitwasconducted.Peters(1994)recommends a forest-
scale survey for determining NTFP abundanceandproductivity,however,in this study
these parameters were assessed in localized areas across Newfoundland where the target
specieswereknowntooccULExpandingthestudytoencompassalargerscalewould
enable increased replication of sampling units in differentforesttypes.Thiswould
increase the statistical power of analyses and provide productivity information for these
Viburnum species ata landscape level. Extending the duration of tilestudywouldenable
more accurate measurement of natural year to year variation in fruitset.Sperens(1997)
examined individual and year to year variation in European mountain ash (Sorbus
acupariaL.) fruit production in relation to floral display size, fIower predation and
climate over 6 years. An extended multiple-year study would also enablecloser
evaluationofproductivityvariationswithrespecttoannualweatherevents.Forexample
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Krebsetal.(2009)measuredvariationsinfruityieldforsixcommonborealberryspecies
over 12 years and found correlations between fruit yield and certain weather events in the
year of fruit production as well as one or two years prior.
Further research and work is required to establish nursery stock of these native
Viburnum species from wild plants with desirable fruiting characteristics and implement
extensive cultivar trials. At the planting and cultivation stage, activemanagementof
pollinators maybe required as indicated by pollination limitation offruitsetfornortllern
wild raisin (Chapter2),therefore, more extensive infonnationisneededonpollinatorsof
these species in Newfoundland. Research to deterrnine which insects pollinate these
species and their abundance in both wild and agricultural settings should be conducted.
Pollinator evaluation is especially pertinent because declines in insect pollinator
populations and disruptions to pollination systems have been reportedworldwide(see
Potts et al. 2010).
Future research to evaluate the impacts of pests and diseases on nativeViburnum
productivity is also recommended. A major insect pest to consider is Vibumum leaf
beetle which has devastating effects on susceptible Viburnum species in north eastern
orth American (Weston et al. 2007). This beetle has spread to Newfoundland in recent
years and could potentially impact the sustainability of native ViburnulIlspeciesNTFP
development (K.W. Nicholls 2008, pers. comm.). The distribution ofVibumum leaf
beetle in Newfoundland requires documentation and monitoring. Additionally further
research is required todeterrnine effective means of combating thisspecies in both wild
and domestic settings.
Increased wild harvest of native Viburnum fruit for NTFP use may be
unsustainable in parts ofNewfoundland due to less than optimal fruit production,moose
browsing pressure and the continued spread ofVibumum leaf beetle; however, selections
of native Viburnum species with desirable fruiting characteristics taken from wild
populations may have potential to be developed as native fruit crops.Future
interdisciplinary research should also be conducted to address the social and economic
facets of sustainable NTFP development with regards to native Viburnum species in
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Appendix 1: Study site locations
TablcAl.l.Studysitclocations,dcscriptionsandVibllrJI/ll/Ispccicsprcscntatcach
(NL,Canada) 2008.
Study Location and site description
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